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ABSTRACT 
 
This project focuses on the need for collaboration and unification among faculty and 
students in the engineering department. As it stands, the engineering department has three 
buildings that are not connected. This causes students and faculty of different studies to be 
handcuffed. Engineering is a collaborated field, that requires like minded people to come up with 
solutions. This is why the design team decided to implement a pedestrian bridge that would 
allow rapid access to both engineering buildings. The project team completed structural and 
construction elements for a pedestrian bridge that connects two buildings in the SCU engineering 
quad. This design project aims to contribute a working solution to the recurring problem of 
inconvenience and lost time for both students and faculty at the University.   
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Introduction  
The proposed design for a pedestrian footbridge is a project that aims to develop and 
improve the quality of student life at Santa Clara University. In particular, this project will 
benefit the growing needs of the School of Engineering. Santa Clara University’s School of 
Engineering is over 100 years old and consists of three main buildings. Below is an aerial photo 
that shows where the scope of work will take place: 
 
Figure 1: Aerial view of the proposed project site. 
This figure shows the three main buildings of the engineering department. It is clear that 
there is disconnect between the Bannan Engineering building and Murphy Hall. The design 
project’s goal is to bring unification to the University’s Engineering Center. The pedestrian 
bridge will connect the second floors of the two buildings in order to bring a sense of unification 
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to the engineering quad. Below is a ground level picture of the two buildings in the scope of 
work. 
 
Figure 2: Ground View of the proposed project site. 
Implementation of a pedestrian bridge that connects Bannan Engineering and Murphy 
Hall, convenience for both students and faculty that can be measured and justified by an increase 
in available time and productivity. 
 
Alternative Analysis and Description of the Proposed Solution 
Before going into the design process, it is important to analyze the needs this project. The 
primary needs that will be covered fall under the category of community needs: the project is 
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specific to Santa Clara University, which is a private institution. Students and faculty of this 
university will be the main targets that benefit from the project and while designing and creating 
this bridge, the team has kept in mind what specific needs we wanted to address for these people. 
As previously stated, the goal of the project is to improve the quality of student life here by 
providing a safer and more convenient alternative to the current pedestrian traffic flow situation 
between the Bannan Engineering building and Murphy Hall. 
During the decision making aspect of the design process, there were multiple factors to 
decide on. The most paramount of these decisions was whether or not to make the bridge ADA 
(American Disability Act) compliant. Santa Clara University strives to all of its students, so 
making a pedestrian bridge ADA compliant was an important issue in the design process. Below 
is a comparative table exhibiting the alternatives considered when analyzing and engineering a 
solution to these issues that the two buildings create:  
 
Figure 3: Alternative analysis of issue at hand. 
This table represents the three different options for the pedestrian bridge. The first option that 
was considered was to leave the area without bridge access. Without the bridge, students, faculty, 
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and guests would be forced to take longer routes when entering and exiting the two different 
buildings in the engineering quad. This alternative would be ADA compliant since there are still 
elevators in each building. The second alternative would be to put in a pedestrian bridge that 
would be ADA compliant. Due to the major height difference of the two buildings, a bridge that 
would directly connect from one building to another would not meet the slope requirements in 
order to be ADA compliant. The only way to build an ADA complaint bridge would be to extend 
the length of the bridge. This would require that the bridge stretch out to the engineering quad, 
allowing for a more gradual slope that is required to ADA approval. This design was deemed 
impractical, and was dismissed. The third alternative would be a flat pedestrian bridge with a set 
of steel stairs on the Bannan (3 story) side of the bridge. The stairs would account for the height 
change between the buildings, and would alleviate concerns of the slope of the bridge. This 
alternative would not be ADA compliant. However, the elevators located in each of the buildings 
would provide access to all levels of the engineering buildings. This was the chosen alternative 
for the design of the project. This alternative was deemed being the best tradeoff, and the most 
feasible design for the bridge.    
 This project aims to fully complete what can be seen as the first phase of a longer term 
project that can be completed by subsequent senior design teams in the future. As seen in the 
table below, interface points between phases can easily be well-defined and if this project were 
to continue on, we intend to clearly lay out the handoffs which will, in turn, create a fully 
developed flow of the project as a whole. 
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 Figure 4: Project timeline and future stages. 
The flow chart shown in Figure 4 displays the future stages of the design project. Ideally, 
the project was created in order to be a completed part of the engineering department. The design 
project was initially Phase I of III.  This design project’s scope was to deal with all aspects of 
preconstruction that would be done in most construction projects. Included in this project is a 
complete cost estimation. This cost estimation takes into account all aspects of the construction 
process. The cost estimation includes labor, materials, mark up, and any other additional costs 
that would be associated in a construction process.  
The design group’s goal is that this project be continued into phase II. The second phase 
of the project would be the contractor bidding process. Once the project is approved, there would 
be a bid process between different general contractors (typically 3-5 bids). During phase II, a 
structural engineering firm would be hired to approve the structural aspects of the project. An 
architect would also be involved in the process to provide drawings and add all aesthetic 
improvements as needed. During the cost estimation of the project, the bridge was assumed to 
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adhere to the current architecture of Santa Clara University. Typically on projects of this size, the 
Santa Clara University’s appointed architect would be used.  
The final phase of the project would be the construction of the pedestrian bridge. This 
would involve the general contractor collaborating with the university to build the bridge to the 
specifications in phase II of the project. This would involve project management, oversight, and 
administration throughout the construction process. Moreover, any change orders that can occur 
during the construction process would be administered and delivered. Ultimately, this phase 
would complete the project and a finished bridge would unify the engineering department as a 
whole. This bridge would bring a sense of unification to Santa Clara University’s engineering 
department. At this point, students and faculty will benefit from increased collaboration, and 
increase in quality of life at Santa Clara.   
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Section II | Overall Project Vision: Renderings and Sketchups 
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The design for the bridge aims for a smooth transition from the second floor of the two 
buildings in the engineering department.  By using Google Sketch Up, renderings were made in 
order to show roughly what the bridge would look like. Below is a rendering of the proposed 
project design.  
 
Figure 5: Angled side view of bridge rendering. 
 The proposed project design shows the truss bridge connecting the two story Murphy hall 
and the three-story Bannan Engineering Building. The steel stairs (right) are shown on the bridge 
structure to allow for the height difference between the buildings. The stair set is to be 
constructed on top of the truss structure to allow for a smooth transition to the walkway of the 
Bannan building. The project consists of designs for the four columns (shown) below the truss 
structure. These four columns support the entire weight of the bridge structure. The cost 
estimation allowed for a door to be placed on the Murphy hall side of the bridge. This would 
allow campus safety to lock the door during night hours for safety measures. The rendering also 
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shows the two approach slabs that are used to allow smooth entry to each of the buildings. 
Seismic affects were taken into account when designing the bridge to use approach slabs. In the 
event of an earthquake, the slabs would be the only members in contact with both buildings, 
allowing them to move free. This was designed so that the truss members would not come into 
contact with both Murphy Hall, and the Bannan building.  
 The proposed project scope of the bridge takes into account safety and aesthetic aspects 
of the project. Below is a rendering of a first person view of the pedestrian bridge: 
 
 
Figure 6: First-person view from Bannan Main Engineering Center. 
This rendering shows the first person view from the Bannan (3-story) building to Murphy Hall. 
The design project took into account some factors of safety for the project. The first proposed 
safety measure (included in the cost estimate) is the implementation of a red stripe before the 
steel stair set. This safety implementation will warn the pedestrians that there is an elevation 
change, allowing them to gradually access the truss structure. Another proposed safety measure 
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is the steel mesh on the approach slabs, the steel stairs, and the truss structure. This would 
prohibit items from falling off the bridge structure and potentially harming someone walking at 
ground level. This would also prevent small children from falling off of the structure. Handrails 
were also implemented for the project. The handrails span the entire distance of the bridge and 
are at a height of 4 feet.  
 The clear width of the truss bridge was a very important factor in the design process. The 
Bannan building has a walkway that extrudes from the building, so the clear spacing was not an 
issue on its side. However, the Murphy Hall building does not have a structure that extrudes from 
the building that it could be connected to. The columns of the Murphy Hall structure were 
determined to be immovable per the design, causing the width of the bridge to be confined to a 
specific distance. The columns were spaced at 10 ft at some points and 16 ft in one area. The 
design project concluded that the 16 ft spacing should be where the bridge is to be designed. For 
constructability purposes, and to ensure that the column structures at Murphy hall would not be 
affected, the clear width was set to 8ft. The total width of the truss structure is 9 ft, leaving ample 
space for two way traffic. The clear spacing allows for safe access from both sides of the 
pedestrian bridge.  
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Section III | Preliminary Work: Structural Design 
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Assumptions  
 There were a few assumptions made when performing the computer analysis of the steel 
frames. It was assumed that all 4 of the columns would share the load equally for both vertical 
and lateral loads. In the program, SAP2000, it was assumed the connection between the bottom 
of the frames and the concrete foundations was fixed. The beam and columns for each steel 
frame were assumed to have a rigid connection. Also when applying the forces on the steel 
frames, only two scenarios were considered for the earthquake analysis. The loads induced from 
an earthquake were assumed to be perfectly in line with either the strong or weak axis. 
Earthquake waves coming in from other directions were not considered. When the steel frame 
was analyzed, the maximum output moment values were divided by a factor R, from the 
California Building Code for an ordinary moment frame. The ordinary moment frame value of R 
= 3.5 was used because it is conservative for estimating member sizes, and will also not require 
special moment frame detailing.  
The dead and seismic loads were used for design of steel beams and columns using 
Enercalc. In order to model the end support conditions in Enercalc, the bottom of the column was 
fixed in both the strong and weak axis, but the top of the column was fixed in the weak axis, and 
free to move in the strong axis. The orientation of the columns relative to the beam in the steel 
frame can be seen in the following figure: 
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 Figure 7: SAP2000 model showing the orientation of the columns.  
Other assumptions included that the columns were not braced in either direction and that 
the beam will only experience applied moment due to an earthquake because the axial loads 
would travel straight through to the columns. The self-weight for all steel members was also 
included in Enercalc.  
The four prefabricated truss supports will sit on elastomeric bearing pads, and be bolted 
to the frame cross-beam. A beam size was selected with a flange thick enough for the bearing of 
the bolted connection.  
When examining the plans it was assumed that the location of the existing foundations 
was accurate. This was important due to the short distance between Bannan Engineering and 
Murphy Hall. The foundations for the steel frames had to be at least 6 in. away from the existing 
foundations, so the prefabricated truss could only span ¾’s of the total distance between the two 
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buildings. Also it was assumed that the elevation plans for both buildings were accurate. This 
gave an elevation difference of 2.5 ft between the second floors of the respective buildings.  
However, the most important assumption made was the type of soil at the site, which was 
critical for the earthquake analysis. The soils report of the site was not available, so soils reports 
from 2 different on-campus sites were used. The soils reports from the Malley Fitness Center and 
the Multicultural Center both described the soil on campus as stiff soil. Due to the location and 
proximity of the Engineering Quad to both of these sites, it was assumed that this description of 
the soil would be sufficient. A site-specific acceleration response spectrum was prepared using 
the USGS seismic hazard map tool, soil class D (stiff soil), and the latitude and longitude 
coordinates of the structure.  
Load Considerations  
 The different load considerations consisted of the dead, live, and earthquake loads. The 
dead load consisted of the weight of the prefabricated truss, the concrete fill for the deck, the 
steel plates, stairs and the self-weight of the beams, which totaled approximately 12.6 kips. The 
live load for a pedestrian bridge is 90 psf, based on the AASHTO Pedestrian Bridge Design 
Specifications. For the dead and live load case, the total factored load on the columns was 36.1 
kips, meaning a factored axial load of approximately 9 kips was applied to each column.  
For the earthquake loads, the weight of the entire structure was needed, which included 
the total dead load and the weight of all of the steel members. The final size for the 2 steel beams 
was a W14x22 and the final size for the 4 steel columns was a W14x38. Given that steel beams 
were 9 ft long and the height of the columns was 12.5 ft, the total weight of the steel members 
was about 1.9 kips. When added to the dead load of the truss and other components, the weight 
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of the structure was approximately 14.5 kips. The site specific design response spectrum from 
the USGS website is shown here: 
 
Figure 8: Input information for the USGS website.  
 
Figure 9: Map showing the location of the proposed site.  
 
Figure 10: Design Response Spectrum for the site.  
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 The peak acceleration of 0.99 times gravity was used for the design of the bridge 
supports. After multiply the weight of the structure by the value of .99 listed in the design 
response spectrum, the total lateral load caused by an earthquake was calculated to be 14.3 kips. 
Design Process 
  The beam and column sizes were designed with Enercalc (using LRFD), and the forces 
form the SAP analysis. After several iterations, the following sizes were selected:  
Table 1: Sizes used for the steel frames. 
 
 
In addition to the beam and columns, steel plate and bolt sizes were chosen for the bridge to 
beam connection. Given the strength of a 1 inch diameter bolt listed in the AISC Steel 
Construction Manual, only 1 bolt was needed at each connection at each column; however, in 
terms of constructability and aesthetics to make onlookers feel safe, it was determined that there 
would be 2 bolts at each connection; 1 on each side of the web of the wide flange. Using the 
listed strength of the 1 inch diameter bolts and specifications of the chosen beam members, the 
bearing strength was checked to ensure that the bolts would not tear through the wide flange 
during an earthquake. When sizing the steel plate, the thickness of the steel plate had to be larger 
than the thickness of the wide flange since the steel plate was assumed to be using weaker steel 
(36 ksi versus 50 ksi). Given the final flange thickness of the beam, the AISC Steel Construction 
Manual was used to select a plate with a thickness of 3/8 inches.  
When determining the type of holes used for the bolts and the connections, slotted holes 
were considered to allow for temperature changes. Given the coefficient of thermal expansion for 
steel, the length of the truss and assuming a worst case scenario of a day where the temperature 
changes from 0 F to 120 F, the bridge would only expand 0.116 inches. When this displacement 
Steel Member Size 
Beam W14x22 
Column W14x38 
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was added to the steel frame in SAP2000, the moment induced was negligible, so slotted holes 
were deemed an unnecessary.  
The final component of the design process was the design of the foundations. Enercalc 
was used for finding and checking the sizes of the concrete combined spread footings. Given the 
available space between Bannan Engineering and Murphy Hall, the foundations were designed 
so that they would only be 3 feet wide. Combined footings were used for the pair of columns in 
each steel frame. Allowable bearing pressure of 2,500 psf was assumed based on the existing 
soils reports for the nearby buildings.   
Final Sizes 
 After the design process, given the load considerations and the restrictions of the site, the 
final sizes of the members are listed in the table below:  
Table 2: Final sizes for designed members. 
Member Size 
Steel Fy 50 ksi 
Beam W14x22 
Column W14x38 
Plate Fy 36 ksi 
Plate Thickness 3/8" 
Concrete f'c 3000 psi 
Foundations 12'x3'x2' 
Bolt: 
Diameter 1" 
Group 
A 
(A325) 
Threads Excluded 
26
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Cost Estimation 
There are six main stages used to fully estimate the total cost of the project and increase 
accuracy along the way until a final cost is produced. These stages are creating a work 
breakdown structure, developing an activities sheet using RSMeans line item data, which is a 
booklet resource for updated construction data, adjusting this data using waste, tax, and city 
index factors, quantifying each line item based on its given units to match that of the project, 
adding overhead and markup, and producing a direct cost, total cost, and contracted price. 
The WBS, or Work Breakdown Structure, as seen in Figure 10, develops a hierarchy of work 
to be done for the project, beginning with the overall idea, then stemming down into more and 
more sublevels. Our team divided the work into the bridge work, the access or building work, 
and the excavation work. The activities sheet can be created from analyzing the various levels of 
the WBS. 
 
Figure 11: First three levels of the Work Breakdown Structure. 
Figure 11 displays the activities sheet, which looks at the project as a whole and lists out each 
individual activity that is required for the project to be completed. Our full list of activities 
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includes over 30 activities, as seen in the Appendix. The first column consists of components - 
this category includes the columns, beams, deck, foundations, access to both buildings, and 
electrical work. From there, it is further organized by activities, and if applicable, subactivities. 
For each activity, a line item is looked up in the RSMeans that accurately matches up with what 
is necessary for the project. Information gathered includes the description and the units used 
when quantifying the item. 
 
Figure 12: Full activities sheet for the project. 
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Using the activities sheet, costs for each item can be produced using a spreadsheet. The 
crucial numbers inputted via RSMeans include the daily output (the amount that can be placed in 
an 8-hour work day), and the material, labor, and equipment cost per unit (See figure 11).  
 
Figure 13: Cost estimation sheet and input values. 
In a separate table (figure 12), adjustment factors are used to add the cost of waste, tax, and 
material city index, and these cells are linked back into the original estimate table. These factors 
are also found in the RSMeans book, and a value is given for each item in the project. The 
important items of the cost estimate are found using these formulas: the duration days for 
scheduling purposes is found by dividing the quantity of each item by the daily output. This 
gives an idea of how long each activity will take. The material, labor, and equipment costs are 
found by multiplying the quantities by the dollar amount per unit as found in RSMeans, and 
lastly multiplying the adjustment factor due to waste tax and city index. This adjustment factor is 
found by multiplying the values found for each adjustment in the bottom table. Lastly, the total 
cost is found by summing up the material, labor, and equipment costs. 
 
Figure 14: Adjustment factor table used for cost estimation. 
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In order to quantify each item, construction estimating utilizes assumptions and educated 
guesses to get within a reasonable range for pricing. Many aspects of the project are quantified 
using true numbers and measured values, which is why quantity take-off is essential when 
applicable.  
The final price of the project falls right under 100 thousand dollars, pricing at $93.4K. The 
direct cost is found by summing all costs in the estimate sheet. From there, overhead is 
considered, listed at 10%, and markup, listed at 4%, which are implemented to account for the 
general condition fees, as a typical construction project would. 10% and 4% were values 
assumed based on the size of the overall project. 
Proposed Construction Schedule 
 One of the core aspects on the construction side of the design project is the project 
schedule. The scheduled start date for the project was set for July 6th, 2015. The completion date 
was set at August 17th, 2017. The total duration of the project would take six weeks to complete. 
It is important to note that the first two weeks is dedicated to the shop fabrication of the steel 
members, and the actual construction of the project is roughly four weeks. The project was 
scheduled over the summer months due to less foot traffic at the area of the bridge. The summer 
months do see some foot traffic due to faculty and summer school still entering and exiting the 
buildings. However, there will still be three entrances to the engineering department open when 
the entrance at the job site is to be closed off.  
Below is a figure of the proposed schedule used in MS Project (software):  
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 Figure 15: Proposed construction schedule. 
 Figure 13 shows the determined schedule of the construction of the bridge. There are 
three main milestone events that occur in the construction process. The first is the installation of 
the columns and the beams. This process is allotted to take place over a five day period. Another 
milestone is the installation of the truss structure (see Crane Operation). This event was allotted 
as a one day event. The third is the pouring of the concrete deck. Once this is done, other 
activities will be done in order to ensure proper curing time. All activities of the project are 
critical and they, for the most part, follow one another. It is also important to note that the order 
in which activities are placed keep safety as a deciding factor. An example of this can be seen in 
the drywall demolition. The demolition on the second floor is set to begin after site work is 
completed so that no debris will fall onto the first floor site workers.  
Site Logistics 
 The next step to be analyzed after cost estimating and scheduling for the construction 
aspect of the project is site logistics. The design group mapped out the construction area and had 
to decide where each aspect of the construction process is to be performed. The figure below 
shows the mapped out area of the project. 
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Figure 16: Site logistics of the project. 
This graphic shows a bird’s eye view of the location where the pedestrian bridge is being 
proposed. There are many different factors that go into designating each area of the site, and this 
site proved to be an ideal location for a construction project. The first aspect of the site logistics 
is to decide what areas of the project will be closed for construction. The design group chose to 
have the entrance from the service road into the engineering quad on the south side to be closed. 
Having this entrance closed off for what would ideally be only during the summer does not 
impede on access to the engineering quad. There are still three entrances into the engineering 
department that can still be used. Also, the scheduling calls for the project to begin over the 
summer when regular classes will be out of session. The foot traffic is significantly decreased at 
this time of the year and having one of the four entrances to the quad closed off will not affect 
access into any of the engineering facilities. Another aspect of site logistics is truck access. The 
project will require both a crane and a cement mixing truck (both of large size) to be on site. This 
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did not pose any major problem since the project sits adjacent to a service road with a long 
enough width to facilitate these large vehicles. The design group then found an area on site to 
fence, and store any materials that would be needed during the construction process (labeled in 
figure).  Overall, the site logistics at the pedestrian bridge site are very favorable for a 
construction job. The site has complete road access, adequate parking areas, as well as an 
available entrance to be closed off.  
Crane Operation 
 Since the design calls for a prefabricated truss bridge to be delivered on site, the project 
needs to include how the truss will be placed onto the columns. The specifications provided by 
Contech Engineering Solutions do not include installation of the truss structure in its bid, and the 
company does not do this work for hire. There were two alternative options that the design group 
came up with to bring the truss structure onto the columns. The first proposed idea was to use a 
hydraulic jack to bring the bridge up to the proper height, and move it onto the columns. The 
benefit of this alternative is that the jack can go in between the buildings instead of reach through 
the buildings. This would require far less labor than a standard crane operation, and there would 
be no issue in regards to the truss structure somehow hitting either Murphy Hall or the Bannan 
building. The issue with this alternative comes into play when the structure is at the proper 
height. The truss structure needs to still be moved onto the columns. This would require a 
substantial amount of labor. Also, the possibility of damaging the truss structure would increase. 
The second alternative considered was to use a crane to lift the truss structure off the ground and 
place it onto the columns. The figure below shows a rendering of the crane in the process of 
placing the truss structure onto the columns.  
34
 Figure 17: Crane operation rendering. 
For the crane operation, a hydraulic crawler crane will be used. The issue with choosing 
this alternative is because the service road is too close to the building to allow for a standard pick 
and turn procedure. Typically on job sites, the crane uses a one mode procedure, meaning it is 
either lifting or turning. On this project, the crane would have to extend over 2000 ft in order to 
clear the roof screen at the top of the Bannan building. Another alternative was to go over the 
Murphy Hall side, but the distance the crane would have to stretch would be too far (see 
appendix for crane calculations). The solution to this problem was that the crane operation would 
have to be a dynamic process. The boom will have to be extended while the crane turns 
concurrently. This can be a very difficult process, especially since there will only be 4’3’’ of 
clearance the truss would have for it not to come into contact with either of the buildings. On the 
cost estimation side, the project had to increase the size of laborers for the crane operation. There 
would need to be additional workers ensuring that the truss land safely onto the columns, without 
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any contact of either building. The maximum angle of the crane is 40 degrees, and maximum 
load is 3.1 kips, and the total boom length at time of placing is 134 ft. 
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Quality Control Protocol 
 Quality control has been the foundation of keeping this project moving forward and has 
been an integral part of the design team’s process. One important factor of quality control has 
been meeting with the team’s advisors. On the construction side, Tim Mort and Chris Banaga 
held weekly meetings with Dr. Said. These meetings required Weekly Activity Reports that 
informed the professor of the work done throughout the week (see Appendix). This has 
prevented errors from being caught at the end of the project. If an error was made, it was 
identified early, giving ample time to find a proper solution. On the structural design team 
(Kevin Delos Santos), weekly meetings with Professor Abbott have taken place in order to 
determine the accuracy of the design calculations. This has ensured that the numbers for the 
design are accurate with the professor’s experience. Professor Abbott has many years experience 
as a licensed structural engineer; any numbers that seem stray from the normal were duly noted, 
and proper solutions were found. Another important part of quality control were hand 
measurements. Per the advice of Dr. Said, the design team measured every possible measurement 
by hand, instead of strictly going off the plans. The picture below shows an example of getting 
the height of the Bannan building: 
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 Figure 18: Image of measurements being taken by team. 
This quality control protocol turned out to be beneficial to the project. The plans for the Murphy 
Hall building were from the 1950s, and the plans for the Bannan building were from the 1970s. 
There were a few mistakes that the group found when comparing the hand measurements to the 
onsite measurements. An example was the roof screen at the top of the Bannan building, the 
measurements were off on the plans by over two feet.  
Constant lists of tasks and responsibilities were continuously circulated throughout the 
three team members in order to keep the flow of the project productive. Throughout the design 
process, each task is checked off once it is completed. This ensures that the team does not leave 
anything out during the design process. Lastly, the design team asks for peer revision of 
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calculations from other team members periodically during the remainder of the project. This has 
been critical to quality control because it gives a chance for fresh eyes to look over the 
calculations. Often times, working on the same project for a long period of time can become 
redundant, and having a neutral observer with similar knowledge will benefit the design team.  
 
Software and Other Relevant Resources 
 There are many technical resources that have been used during the design process. These 
include design manuals, codes, textbooks, and computer software:  
Manuals, Codes, Textbooks: 
● AASHTO – LRFD Guide Specifications for the Design of Pedestrian Bridges 
● AISC Steel Manual, 14th Edition 
● ACI Concrete Manual 
● California Building Code 
● Reinforced Concrete Design, 8th Edition 
● RSMeans 2015 (Cost Estimating)  
Computer Software: 
● SAP 2000  
● Enercalc 
● AUTOCAD 
● MS Project 
● MS Excel 
● Google Sketch Up 
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 Professional Contacts: 
● Professor Tracy Abbott, S.E. - Professor of Civil Engineering, SCU 
● Hisham Said, Ph.D. - Professor of Civil Engineering, SCU 
● Nick Pera - VP of BnBuilders 
● Don Akerland – Architect, SCU 
 
Relevant Ethical Considerations 
ADA Compliance 
When selecting the design of the bridge, the main alternative that was initially considered 
was a bridge that was ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliant. Smaller-scaled 
alternatives such as handrails were considered, but the main focus was to comply with ADA. 
Although it would have been beneficial for disabled students and faculty if the bridge was ADA 
compliant, it would have cost more and have been more difficult to design given the limited 
space available between the two buildings. Student-designed columns are to be developed, and a 
prefabricated steel deck will complete the overall design of the pedestrian bridge. Existing 
columns and foundations of the two buildings are not expected to be changed or demoed at all. 
This design was chosen in order to maximize the scope for both structural and construction 
planning, without having to focus on one aspect over the other.  
Initial alternative analysis also suggests that this design would satisfy all the needs of the 
targeted problem at hand for this project while being the most cost-efficient option. Since the 
second floors of the two buildings are at different elevations, a short stairway is included on the 
end of bridge connected to the Bannan Engineering building. As mentioned in the alternative 
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analysis, this design is more cost efficient than the ADA compliant bridge, more aesthetically 
pleasing and much more practical given the small space that is currently available between the 
two buildings. 
Conflict of Interest  
The main ethical issue at hand for the design and/or construction of a pedestrian bridge 
regards satisfying the needs of those who will use the bridge, and that issue is relevant among 
those who will be in a position to make these decisions that will, in turn, affect these people who 
will put the bridge to use. This issue is best addressed by assessing all the needs of students and 
faculty using the bridge, assessing what other possible construction projects the school has 
planned in the future and prioritize our project based on what budget is available and how that 
budget can be utilized to benefit the greatest number of people. Although skepticism may also 
arise due to the possibility of future development projects on the horizon through STEM, it 
would be logical to follow the same decision making process if this ethical issue were to arise. 
Social Justice 
Due to the different height of the two buildings, the bridge would have to be sloped or 
leveled out in some way in order for the design to work. Since the alternative chosen disregards 
the use of a slope and instead uses a stair-set on one end of the bridge, the ethical issue that 
correlates is accommodating those with disabilities and providing equal access for all. Building 
codes corresponding directly with ADA compliance is a way to look into this issue and as a 
design team we plan to meet all criteria that would possibly arise from our design in order to 
satisfy the needs of those with disabilities. After examination of ADA requirements and speaking 
with the Santa Clara University architect, the slope of the bridge would be too large to 
accommodate handicap access.  The alternative for having handicap access is to lengthen the 
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bridge in order to decrease the slope to ADA standards. This is a significant ethical issue that the 
team would have to deal with because in order to lengthen the bridge, the walkways aesthetics 
would be affected. This is an issue the design team would have to take into account. However, 
both buildings currently have elevators that allow handicap access to every level of each 
building. This means that the walkway can be designed to either ADA compliance or without 
disabilities-related access.  
Another ethical issue that the design team has taken into account is the faculty disruption 
that will occur in the scheduling of the construction process. The east wing of the second floor 
engineering building would have to undergo demolition in order to allow access to the bridge 
(see Site Logistics). This will directly affect the offices that are located in front of the design 
center. Ideally, the scheduling for construction would take place over the summer in order to 
limit the amount of disruption the faculty will have to endure. The main issue is the Bannan 
Building. In scheduling, the design team has factored the construction crew’s access to the 
walkway on the south side of the building. This means that the main stairway of the engineering 
building would most likely have to be shut down for construction. This will limit the access to 
the second and third floors to the elevators and stairs on the north side of the building. The 
construction managing team has tried to minimize the amount of disruption for faculty during the 
scheduling process.   
Long-term Sustainability Issues 
Sustainability is also a key issue, especially in this era of design and construction 
engineering. There is clearly a standard when choosing the materials to construct the bridge with 
since it will be used in a highly populated student and faculty area, so it has been noted to look 
into what materials have little-to-no toxins or hazardous emissions so that it would not be an 
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issue for the people and environment around it, and the cost estimate has been altered as 
necessary. Also, sustainability is essential to keep in mind when dealing with the cost of 
construction and its cradle-to-grave time so that it will provide the most environmental benefits 
from the beginning until the end of its use. Maximizing that life span while making sure it is 
beneficial for the surrounding environment throughout that entire time is a goal we aim to 
accomplish through the design project. 
 
Related Non-technical Issues 
This design aspect of the project focuses on the structural column design. A prefabricated 
steel deck would complete the pedestrian walkway that will connect the two buildings on the 
second floors of the engineering quad. The team has designed the columns of the pedestrian 
bridge (structural design of columns only deck to be prefabricated), and the construction process 
of erecting the bridge in the Bannan Engineering quad. In designing this project, it is important 
to note the non-technical issues that would need to be addressed in order to choose the right 
alternative for the pedestrian walkway.  
 The first non-technical issues are political issues. For the pedestrian walkway, the main 
political issues have to do with the University itself. Since Santa Clara University is a privately 
funded college, there are little government politics that are associated with this project. Had this 
project been designed for a University of California or California State University school, then 
there would have been government involvement in the project. This project would most likely 
need to gain internal university support in order to be eventually built. This would affect the 
decision making involved because in order to gain more support from the University, the design 
would have to call for the most economical walkway possible. Another political issue that the 
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design team would face is that city permits will be required for the projects. The design of the 
bridge will have to abide by the city, state, and building codes in order to ensure that the city 
permit applications will be approved, along with Santa Clara University architectural guidelines.  
 Another set of non-technical issues that the design team faces includes environmental 
issues. In nature, this is important during the team’s decision-making process because it would 
affect the decision on what material to design the walkway. In the event that a new engineering 
complex will be built in the future, it is important to design the walkway so that the material that 
was used can be recycled and used in further projects. Structural steel is very recyclable and is 
almost 100% reusable for future projects. The team has taken these factors into account when 
looking at the material that will be used in the design process of the bridge. 
 Economic issues also play a very large role in the design of the walkway. Similar to 
political issues, it is very important to design the most economical walkway possible. This is a 
critical part of the decision making process of the designing of the bridge. Since the project will 
most likely be paid for through private donors, it is important to design a walkway that will 
appeal to them economically.  
Safety is a non-technical issue in the designing of the walkway that is also one of the 
most important issues to consider. There are two main safety codes that will have to be taken into 
account when designing the walkway. The first are the ADA requirements. Since the two levels 
of each building are not at the same elevation, the walkway will have to be graded instead of 
including steps. This is because the walkway will have to be handicap accessible. Since the 
group found that the slope will have to be too steep, steps will have to be installed.  As 
mentioned previously, handrails are also necessary in order to more fully comply with ADA. 
OSHA requirements will also have to be met. Since our walkway will connect at the second 
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story, there are different OSHA guidelines that were followed during the mapping out of the 
construction process.  
The final non-technical issue that needs to be addressed is aesthetics. Santa Clara 
University’s buildings all follow a similar architecture design. In order to assure the design will 
satisfy the needs of the University, the on-site architect for the school has been consulted in order 
to ensure continuity throughout the design process, and construction proposals are to confirm 
that all work is to match existing when necessary and applicable. 
 
Identification of Applicable Detailed Design Criteria and Standards 
There will not be any experimental work conducted since this project includes only 
design prefabrication. No construction will take place during the course of this phase of our 
overall project. The project will include structural design aspects, and will be tailored towards 
the construction management. The team will be split up into a construction group, which will be 
under direct supervision of Dr. Said, and a design group that will be under supervision of 
Professor Abbott. The bridge steel deck itself is to be provided by Contech Engineered Solutions 
(http://www.conteches.com). This means that Contech is to provide the best possible steel deck 
that is compliant with the developed composite columns. This will be a supplement to the 
presentation that will add an alternative pricing for comparison. The structural aspect will be 
evident in the design of the columns to support the deck, a stair-set on the higher end, and the 
subsequent live load of the pedestrian population using the bridge. The design criteria for the 
structural element in this project will be located in the AISC Steel Manual for steel design and 
the ACI Concrete Manual for the concrete design. After taking a look at the plans provided from 
Don Akerland, the column spacing is over 16 ft on the second story building. Since the bridge is 
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going to be designed as a self-supporting structure, there will be no added load to either of the 
buildings. The deck width will be designed at 8 ft, which will give sufficient room on either side 
so that the columns will not be affected during construction planning. When designing the 
columns, equations from the AISC Steel Manual was needed to find the required strength needed 
to support the selected prefabricated bridge deck. Computer programs, such as SAP2000 and 
Enercalc were used to check the calculations.  
 For the construction management element, a detailed plan was put together for the bridge, 
which includes scheduling, estimating and logistics. Some of the design criteria needed was 
taken from the book and PowerPoint slide handouts used in CENG 118 - Construction 
Management (Fall 2014). Most of these values would include estimating values from the class 
project, although other estimate values will probably be researched and used to provide a more 
accurate estimate of the total project cost. Logistics for this project would include equipment that 
would be needed for this type of project. The bridge would need to be lifted onto the columns, so 
a crane and a corresponding crane logistics plan will be needed. In terms of estimating, values 
for pricing was researched using the 2015 RSMeans manual in order to find the least expensive 
rate for certain materials or labor. In terms of scheduling, Dr. Said was consulted in order to 
determine specific timing of the project as the design process moves forward. 
 
Summary and Conclusions 
 With this project, we aim to contribute a working solution to the recurring problem of 
inconvenience and lost time for both students and faculty. This has been the motivating factor 
throughout the duration of the project as different issues and learning curves have come about. 
Through the process, we continuously learned from each iteration and trial of alternative 
analysis, and we aim to accomplish all that is feasible by the end of the project. We have high 
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hopes that this project will save many students and faculty time and convenience and add a new 
element of productivity and aesthetics to the Santa Clara University campus.  
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 Chris 1/23/15
1.02 Chris 1/23/15
1.03 Chris 1/23/15
1.04 Chris 1/23/15
Santa Clara University
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 1
Work packages - WBS (lesson 2 handout)
Use RSMeans to keep track of all trades coming in (for concrete - formwork, rebar, 
reinforcement, etc.). Discuss with Kevin and Prof. Abbott about design to get more 
accurate line items used. Make assumptions and keep track of assumptions on file. These 
assumptions are based on components and trades available.
Items to keep in mind: footings, columns, deck, access to building (1), (2), painting
Date & Time of Meeting: Tuesday 01/13/2015 @ 2:30PM
Friday, 1/23/15
Construction details: schedule, estimate, logistics
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Timothy Mort SCU Project Manager tmort@scu.edu (408) 348-4704 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 Chris & Tim 2/20/15
1.02 All 2/20/15
1.03 All 2/20/15
1.04 All 2/20/15
1.05 Chris & Tim 2/20/15
1.06 Chris 2/20/15
1.07 Chris & Tim 2/20/15
Discuss if anchors will be utilized. For estimation, consider providing labor to install.
Select crane and consider how rigging and lifting procedure will occur. Possible rolling 
then jacking.
Site logistics editing: separate plan for crane and delivery path. Edit storage area, add 
parking area, and show fencing.
Consider overhead percentage for final cost estimation. Document any assumed numbers 
when conducting cost analysis.
Santa Clara University
Consider eccentric columns for design and try to push columns out closer to the buildings 
as far as structurally possible. Minimize impact on vegetation for sustainability purposes.
Concrete deck to be an add alternate. Analysis of schedule and costs to be determined.
Date & Time of Meeting: Friday 02/13/2015 @ 12:00PM
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 2
Important to note any exclusions for the project as a whole, any estimations, any designs, 
etc.
Friday, 2/20/15
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Timothy Mort SCU Project Manager tmort@scu.edu (408) 348-4704 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 All 2/27/15
1.02 Chris & Tim 2/27/15
1.03 Chris 2/27/15
1.04 All 2/27/15
1.05 Chris 2/27/15
1.06 All 2/27/15
Friday, 2/27/15
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 3
Check if length AND live load are changes on the design before contacting Contech (could 
be two changes, but could also be just one).
Add descriptions to activities sheet. See written edits by Prof. Said to be made.
Add contingency for relocating utilities or any footing issues. Discuss with Kevin about 
footing design (no foundation report, no footing design?).
Santa Clara University
Edit "vehicular live load" for estimate from Contech. Contech is providing steel deck, we 
are to provide concrete slab pouring with minimal reinforcement. Finishes for concrete but 
no need for covering. Possible use of protection layer since traffic is minimal. Painting to 
match existing.
Anchor bolts to be added as a new activity.
Date & Time of Meeting: Friday 02/20/2015 @ 12:00PM
Consider concrete pouring for stairs. Add alternate for concrete pouring with minimal 
reinforcement (discuss with Kevin due to decision on no pouring).
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Timothy Mort SCU Project Manager tmort@scu.edu (408) 348-4704 x
Kevin Delos Santos SCU Design Engineer kdelossantos@scu.edu x
Prof. Donald Riccomini SCU Technical Writing Advisor driccomini@scu.edu x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 All 3/13/15
1.02 Chris & Tim 3/13/15
1.03 Chris 3/13/15
1.04 All 3/13/15
1.05 Chris 3/13/15
Friday, 2/27/15
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 4
When presenting, it is okay to claim that there was little time and little expertise in certain 
areas (foundations and footings, etc.).
Overall notes for the presentation: address problem first and clearly state our goals for the 
project. Provide visual context of the project. See presentation notes for full and in-depth 
edit to be made.
Santa Clara University
Add slide with alternative analysis table. See document "2.24 Notes" for details. Thesis 
paper will expand on each option while the presentation will touch on each option and 
expand on the best one.
One goal to consider: ensure technical viability and reliability of the design and ensure that 
it is able to be turned over to the customer. The project can be presented as the first phase 
of a longer term project that can be completed by subsequent senior design teams in the 
future. Note also that interface points must be well-defined and the handoff (thesis, results, 
etc.) must flow well. Consider also that this project would provide build-to-spec solutions 
for a general contractor and a structural engineer. The subsequent design review team can 
be ready with a technical team to build to.
Date & Time of Meeting: Tuesday 02/24/2015 @ 2:15PM
Presentation is to be roughly 25 minutes. Bulk of presentation will last about 20 minutes 
with 4 to 5 minutes at the end for Q&A.
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person
Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Timothy Mort SCU Project Manager tmort@scu.edu (408) 348-4704 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party
Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 All 3/6/15
1.02 All 3/6/15
1.03 Kevin 3/6/15
1.04 Chris 3/6/15
1.05 Chris 3/6/15
1.06 Chris & Tim 3/6/15
Activities sheet - keep an eye out for items that require separate line items for material, 
forming, and placement. See edits made by Dr. Said.
Other activities sheet notes - drywall to be broken into studs and gypsum board, and then 
into installation. Main building does not require installation.
Santa Clara University
Stairset issue should be finalized as soon as possible. Wood or steel framing is acceptable 
at this point. Calculate the weight of the stairs and show that it is marginally insignificant 
in structural calculations.
Truss should be completely supported by columns.
Date & Time of Meeting: Friday 02/27/2015 @ 12:00PM
Newly added connection on the Lab Building end of the bridge. Need to address exactly 
how this will structurally affect the design and what items we need on the estimating end. 
Possible use of a bracket column head (includes concrete forming and reinforcement) 
supporting a steel beam.
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 5
Crane operation details discussed. Complete crane analysis by next meeting.
Friday, 2/27/15
1 Meeting Minutes 05 2.27
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Timothy Mort SCU Project Manager tmort@scu.edu (408) 348-4704 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Tim Mort
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 All 3/13/15
1.02 Kevin 3/13/15
1.03 Kevin 3/13/15
1.04 Chris 3/13/15
1.05 Chris 3/13/15
Chris 3/13/15
1.06 Chris & Tim 3/13/15Things to do: 1) start cost estimates - put material, labor costs - doesn't include overhead; 
then mark-up - $ 2-3% high end for smaller job; and 2) crane lifting itself - measure building
Friday, 03/06/15
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 6
Daily cost - $2400, look up specific pre-fabricated bridge
8) Bridge order through Contech, bridge installation should be us - one day - find lifting 
crew - page 18 for Crane Lift
0100015419.50 for 12 ton - crew F-6, 055114 for metal stairs (??)
Santa Clara University
Kevin to respond to item 1)
5) Check to see if gypsum board includes unit by bay - just one for the board
Date & Time of Meeting: Friday 03/06/2015 @ 12:00PM
The following notes have been made on the activities sheet from the previous week:   "1) 
Why do you have two different line items for the columns (round and structural)? 2) The 
line for formwork is incorrect.                                                                                          3) Why 
are you using precast for the deck. You should be pouring the deck with fresh concrete on 
the deck.                                                                                                                      4) Drywall 
cutting is too small (5 sf), find a larger cutting.                                                        5) Why the 
same line item is repeated for the same activity of gypsum board? Look for a line item that 
has both material and labor costs. Same comment applies to plastering.                                                                                                                                           
6) If the plastering does not include lath, you should look for an additional line item for 
lath.                                                                                                                                                       
7) There should be only 1 painting activity for the truss.                                                         8) 
You are missing two important activities .... 1) Bridge order/shopdrawings/fabrication and 
2) bridge installation
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 Chris 4/1/15
1.02 Chris 4/1/15
1.03 Chris 4/1/15
Monday, 4/27
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 7
Santa Clara University
Waste and tax to be added to each line item for the cost estimate.
MS Project tutorial should be utilized before beginning the schedule.
Date & Time of Meeting: Tuesday 03/31/2015 @ 1:00PM
Truss/bridge supply number from Contech to be inputted in the cost estimate using E-18 as 
a line item.
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 Chris & Tim 4/29/15
1.02 Chris N/A
1.03 Kevin 4/30/15
1.04 Chris 4/30/15
1.05 All 5/4/15
(4) anchor bolts will be used at each joining - column to ground (4), column to beam (4), 
beam to bridge (4).
Draft of presentation will be given to Dr. Said and Prof. Abbott for a technical quality check.
Santa Clara University
Official dimensions for the bridge: 12'x9', 8' used for walkway. (4) total columns with (2) 
total beams.
Pile footings, or CADH piles will possibly be used in the situation that spread footings will 
not be available to be used.
Date & Time of Meeting: Friday 04/27/2015 @ 9:30AM
Check over Kevin's structural calculations. Have these revisions finished by Wednesday so 
that they can be sent over to Prof. Abbott for the structural meeting on Thursday.
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 8
Tuesday, 4/28
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 Chris 5/5/15
1.02 Chris 5/5/15
Tuesday, 5/5
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 9
Santa Clara University
Add EXCEL and move AUTOCAD and Sketchup to its own "Rendering" category.
Date & Time of Meeting: Monday 05/04/2015 @ 9:30AM
Utilize flow chart for cost estimating process for presentation purposes.
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 Chris 5/11/15
1.02 Chris 5/11/15
1.03 Chris 5/11/15
1.04 Chris 5/11/15
1.05 Chris 5/11/15
Give names to the options of the alternative analysis.
Add a WBS visual for the presentation.
Santa Clara University
Add the fabrication of the bridge truss in the schedule.
Possible sketch of the ADA compliant option for the presentation?
Date & Time of Meeting: Tuesday 05/05/2015 @ 9:30AM
Add the ordering of steel members along with the fabrication in the schedule - about 2 
weeks lead time.
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 10
Monday, 5/11
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Meeting Organizer:
Attendees:  
Name Company Role Email Address Phone In Person Conference 
Call
Chris Banaga SCU Head Estimator cbanaga@scu.edu (858) 208-6683 x
Dr. Hisham Said SCU Estimating Advisor hsaid@scu.edu (408) 551-7156 x
Next Meeting: 
Minutes By: Chris Banaga
No. Documentation Date Issue Responsible Party Status / Due 
Date
1. General Items
1.01 Chris 5/14/15
1.02 Kevin 5/14/15
1.03 All 5/14/15
1.04 Kevin 5/14/15
1.05 Chris 5/14/15
Structural drawing adjustments to be made - plan view, make handrail red, rename to 
approach slab instead of steel plate. Bird's eye view, show each name of the buildings.
Be prepared to answer any questions the panel may have, including the intentions of a 
prefabricated truss bridge.
Structural design for beams - talk about connection. For load consideration, delete total 
weight, and list live load as 90 psf. Delete axial load. For earthquake load, delete and create 
a new slide and use USGS picture. Building Code to be used as reference. All four columns 
will share the earthquake load and add the temperature effect, if any.
For cost estimating, enter all formulas and explain each. Title each example of the quantity 
take off. Utilize milestones for the scheduling slide rather than using the actual excel file.
Santa Clara University
Date & Time of Meeting: Friday 04/27/2015 @ 9:30AM
Rendering adjustments to be made - top too tall/high, and make sure that steel mesh does 
not exceed 4-inch opening.
Bannan Engineering Pedestrian Bridge Design Project
The enclosed constitutes the writer’s understanding of the meeting. Any corrections and/or clarifications should be directed to the writer’s attention within three (3) business days upon 
receipt of the meeting minutes.
Chris Banaga
Meeting Minutes No. 10
Tuesday, 4/28
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) review lectures 1-3 from Dr. Said’s lesson plan 
regarding Planning and Cost Estimate, (2) revise Activities Sheet with new RSMeans student 
account, (3) draft WBS for project, (4) consult with Professor Dweri for AutoCAD drafting,  
(5) review structural plans and begin foundation design 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Review Lectures 1 - 1      2 
Revise Activities Sheet 4 - 2      6 
Draft WBS 4 - 2      6 
AutoCAD Structural 
Drafting of Foundations 
- 8 2      10 
Measure dimensions of 
existing drop and span 
1 1 1      3 
Total hours for week 10 9 8       
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 80% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: When creating structural drawings, we 
were not sure whether to go with the plans’ dimensions or take hand measurements. To be safe we 
took time to confirm the dimensions. 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 2/7 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Have WBS and Activity Sheet and 
have Dr. Said review 
-Sketch site logistics plan 
100% complete 
draft with 
RSMeans values 
8 
Kevin Delos Santos Foundation and column design 75% complete 6 
Tim Mort Continue with general project 
oversight and assist with WBS, 
Activity Sheet, and structural design 
Ensure that other 
goals are finished 
before 2/13 
6 
TEAM Review overall structural design and 
confirm plans moving forward 
(where to place bridge deck, 
columns, etc.) 
Full understanding 
of the project 
moving forward 
and what needs to 
be accomplished in 
the upcoming weeks 
5 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) continue with Activity Sheet and draft WBS, (2) draft 
site logistics plan, (3) foundation and column design 75% complete, (4) select prefabricated bridge 
deck from Contech, (5) sketch overall project design with dimensions 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Activities Sheet 3 - -      3 
WBS 1 - -      1 
Site Logistics Plan 2 - -      2 
AutoCAD Structural 
Columns & Foundations 
- 4 2      6 
Contech Prefab Deck 
Selection Process 
1 1 2      4 
Overall Project Sketch - 3 3      6 
Total hours for week 7 8 7      22 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 80% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: Having multiple interpretations of the 
actual project, we needed to communicate 100% what we wanted to accomplish from the project and 
exactly how the design would work in practicality. The overall project sketch would help us 
formulate exactly what we need to move forward, and it will further push the structural design. 
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 2/14 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Complete Activities Sheet 
-Revise Site Logistics Plan (if needed) 
100% complete 8 
Kevin Delos Santos -Foundation and column design with 
correct deck placement 
75% complete 8 
Tim Mort -Dedicate more time toward helping 
with structural design 
Ensure 75% 
completion 
6 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) complete Activities Sheet and revise Site Logistics, (2) 
complete structural design (3) obtain bridge deck estimate from Contech (4) sketch overall project 
design with dimensions 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Activities Sheet 3 - -      3 
Site Logistics Plan 1 - -      1 
AutoCAD edits and 
revisions 
- 4 2      6 
Overall Project Sketch 
revisions 
1 1 1      3 
Total hours for week 5 5 3      13 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 90% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: Issues with the Activities Sheet due to 
misunderstanding of some of the RSMeans descriptions and selecting the correct line item code. 
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 2/21 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Complete Activities Sheet 
-Complete alternate Site Logistics 
Plan for Crane usage 
-find set of stairs to use for design 
-go to Contech with updated 
dimensions and find weight of 
theoretical truss 
100% complete 8 
Kevin Delos Santos -Continue with structural design edit 
and continue to update team so that 
the project can be up to date 
75% complete 8 
Tim Mort -Help with structural design edits 
-Assist with all the new Construction 
tasks to be completed 
Ensure 75% and 
100% completion 
6 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) complete Activities Sheet and revise Site Logistics, (2) 
complete structural design (3) communicate dimension change and obtain updated bridge deck 
estimate from Contech (4) obtain lightweight steel stairs for design use, (5) meet with Don Riccomini 
with regards to the formal presentation 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Activities Sheet 4 - -      4 
Site Logistics Plan 1 - -      1 
AutoCAD edits and 
revisions 
- 4 2      6 
Contech contact and 
communication 
- - 1      1 
Presentation meeting 2 2 2      6 
Total hours for week 7 6 5      18 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 90% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: Lightweight steel stairset as suggested by 
Prof. Abbott was not completely agreed upon with the Construction team, so pending approval with 
which solution to move forward with. 
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 2/28 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Revise activities sheet with Dr. Said 
notes 
100% complete 8 
Kevin Delos Santos -Continue with structural design edit 
and continue to communicate any 
changes brought up by Prof. Abbott 
90% complete 8 
Tim Mort -Help with structural design edits 
-Assist with all the new Construction 
tasks to be completed 
-Confirm situation with stairs 
(concrete fill or lightweight steel) 
100% completion 6 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) complete activities sheet, (2) complete structural design 
with any current revisions (3) decide on a connection design and/or alternative way to connect 
column (4) decide on a stairset design 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Activities Sheet 6 - 6      12 
AutoCAD drawings, 
edits, revisions, etc. 
- 6 1      7 
Stairset consultation 1 1 1      3 
Connection consultation 1 1 1      3 
Total hours for week 8 8 9      25 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 100% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK:  
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 3/7 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Activities sheet completing, begin 
estimating process 
100% complete 
activities sheet, 
estimate draft 
ready to present to 
Dr. Said 
8 
Kevin Delos Santos -All structural design parameters 
and decisions completely finished, 
begin working on rendering of 
project 
100% complete 
design, rendering 
50% complete or 
draft ready to 
present 
8 
Tim Mort -Assist with both estimation and 
design/renderings 
-Ensure that all issues or conflicting 
ideas that arise will be completely 
settled 
100% completion 8 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) complete activities sheet, (2) complete structural design 
with any current revisions (3) decide on a connection design and/or alternative way to connect 
column (4) decide on a stairset design 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Activities Sheet 4 - 4      8 
Thesis and Presentation 
Draft for ENGL 182 
6 1 1      8 
AutoCAD drawings, 
edits, revisions, etc. 
- 6 1      7 
Total hours for week 10 7 6      23 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 100% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: Dead week and finals required much 
attention and further advising is needed for cost estimating. 
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 3/7 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Activities sheet completing, continue 
estimating process 
100% complete 
activities sheet, 
estimate draft 
ready to present to 
Dr. Said 
8 
Kevin Delos Santos -All structural design parameters 
and decisions completely finished, 
begin working on rendering of 
project 
100% complete 
design, rendering 
50% complete or 
draft ready to 
present 
8 
Tim Mort -Assist with both estimation and 
design/renderings 
-Ensure that all issues or conflicting 
ideas that arise will be completely 
settled 
100% completion 8 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) complete cost estimate (2) continue working on crane 
operation plan (3) continue working on steel column design and concrete foundation design 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Revise cost estimate 6 - 2      8 
Complete crane 
operation plan 
2 - 6      8 
Complete steel column 
design and concrete 
foundation design 
- 8 1      9 
Add stairs and metal 
plate to estimate 
1 - -      1 
Total hours for week 9 8 9      26 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 100% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: Spring break was difficult to get work done 
but as soon as week 1 started we got as much as we could done. 
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 4/7 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Revise cost estimate based on Dr. 
Said’s comments and add columns, 
foundations, stairs, and metal plate 
100% complete 
with estimate edits 
9 
Kevin Delos Santos -Have a finalized design of the 
columns and foundations per Prof. 
Abbott’s advising 
-Look into Google Sketchup for 
rendering design 
100% complete 
design, rendering 
50% complete or 
draft ready to 
present 
9 
Tim Mort -Assist with both estimation and 
design/renderings 
-Complete crane operation plan 
100% completion 9 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) revise cost estimate (2) continue working on crane 
operation plan (3) continue working on steel column design and concrete foundation design (4) add 
stairs and metal plate to estimate (5) revise schedule 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Revise cost estimate 2 - 1      3 
Complete crane 
operation plan 
1 - 6      7 
Complete steel column 
design and concrete 
foundation design 
- 8 1      9 
Revise schedule 4 - -      4 
Total hours for week 7 8 8      23 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 80% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: A few items are still to be completed before 
a full cost estimate can be finished. We are really pushing to get these items completed this week. (see 
below) 
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 4/13 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Revise cost estimate based on Dr. 
Said’s comments and add columns, 
foundations, stairs, and metal plate 
-Work with Kevin and Tim to make 
sure all units, numbers, and 
confirmed pricing 
100% complete 
with estimate edits 
10 
Kevin Delos Santos -Have a finalized design of the 
columns and foundations per Prof. 
Abbott’s advising 
-Look into Google Sketchup for 
rendering design 
100% complete 
design, rendering 
50% complete or 
draft ready to 
present 
9 
Tim Mort -Complete crane operation plan 
-Confirm stairs, cost and design 
100% completion 9 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) revise cost estimate (2) complete crane operation plan (3) 
complete steel column design and concrete foundation design (4) revise schedule 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Complete cost estimate 2 - 1      3 
Complete crane 
operation plan 
1 - 6      7 
Complete steel column 
design and concrete 
foundation design 
- 8 1      9 
Complete schedule 4 - -      4 
Total hours for week 7 8 8      23 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 50% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: A few items are still to be completed before 
a full cost estimate can be finished. It is crucial to have these done before the team meeting next 
Monday, 4/27 
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 4/13 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Complete cost estimate and schedule 
-Work with Kevin and Tim to make 
sure all units, numbers, and 
confirmed pricing 
100% complete 
with schedule and 
estimate edits 
12 
Kevin Delos Santos -Have a finalized design of the 
columns and foundations per Prof. 
Abbott’s advising 
-Look into Google Sketchup for 
rendering design 
100% complete 
design, rendering 
50% complete or 
draft ready to 
present 
12 
Tim Mort -Complete crane operation plan 
-Confirm stairs, cost and design 
-Help complete rendering design 
100% completion 2 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) revise cost estimate (2) complete crane operation plan (3) 
complete steel column design and concrete foundation design (4) revise schedule 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) 
Total Hours 
CB KS TM      
Revise cost estimate 3 - 1      4 
Complete crane 
operation plan 
1 - 6      7 
Complete steel columns, 
beams, and concrete 
foundations 
- 12 1      9 
Revise schedule 4 - -      4 
Check structural 
calculations 
4 - 4      4 
Complete draft of 
presentation 
4 4 4      12 
Total hours for week 16 16 16      48 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 100% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: Help will be given on the structural side to 
speed up the calculation process. 
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 4/28 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Revise cost estimate based on 
Kevin’s calculations, and finalize 
quantities 
-Confirm structural calculations 
100% complete 
with estimate edits 
16 
Kevin Delos Santos -Have a finalized design of the 
columns, beams and foundations per 
Prof. Abbott’s advising 
100% complete 
design 
16 
Tim Mort -Complete crane operation plan 
-Confirm structural calculations 
-Complete rendering 
100% completion 16 
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Due in at the weekly team meeting 
PROJECT NAME Bannan Pedestrian Bridge 
GOALS FOR THE PREVIOUS WEEK  (1) revise cost estimate (2) complete crane operation plan (3) 
complete steel column design and concrete foundation design (4) revise schedule (5) check structural 
calculations (6) complete draft of presentation 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING YESTERDAY 
Tasks/Accomplishments 
Indivdual Hours (initials) Total 
Hours CB KS TM      
Renderings/visual drawings 
for presentation 
4 2 8      14 
Complete all structural 
calculations 
4 12 8      24 
Revise schedule 4 - -      4 
Check structural 
calculations 
1 - 1      2 
Complete draft of 
presentation 
8 8 8      24 
Total hours for week 21 22 25      68 
% OF WORK GOALS FOR WEEK ACCOMPLISHED: 100% 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WEEK: We must all find time to complete the 
presentation aspect before next week. This requires us to finish all work and be certain on all design 
decisions. 
 
GOALS AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR COMING WEEK STARTING 5/5 
TEAM or person’s name  Assignment Goal Hours 
Chris Banaga -Keep cost estimate and schedule up to 
date based on design decisions 
-Help with rendering or visual drawings 
-Complete presentation 
100% complete 25 
Kevin Delos Santos -Finalize design decisions 
-Help with rendering or visual drawings 
-Complete presentation 
100% complete 25 
Tim Mort -Help with rendering or visual drawings 
-Complete presentation 
100% complete 25 
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Steel Column ENERCALC, INC. 1983-2014, Build:6.14.11.18, Ver:6.14.11.18
Licensed User : SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY, CIVIL ENGINEERINGLic. # : KW-06090157 - Educational Version
File = E:\SENIOR~1\Enercalc\SENIOR~2.EC6
Description : Strong Axis - Longitudinal EQ
.Code References
Calculations per AISC 360-10, IBC 2012, CBC 2013, ASCE 7-10
Load Combinations Used : ASCE 7-05
General Information
Steel Stress Grade
Top Free, Bottom FixedAnalysis Method :
12.50Overall Column Height
ft
Top & Bottom FixityLoad Resistance Factor
Fy : Steel Yield
ksi29,000.0
ksi
Steel Section Name : W14x38
50.0
ft
E : Elastic Bending Modulus
Y-Y (depth) axis :
X-X (width) axis :
Unbraced Length for X-X Axis buckling = 12.50 ft, K = 2
Unbraced Length for Y-Y Axis buckling = 12.50 ft, K = 2
Brace condition for deflection (buckling) along columns :
Load Combination : ASCE 7-05
.Applied Loads Service loads entered. Load Factors will be applied for calculations.
Column self weight included : 476.560 lbs * Dead Load Factor
AXIAL LOADS . . .
     Axial Load at 12.50 ft, D = 12.60, L = 13.20 k
BENDING LOADS . . .
     Moment acting about X-X axis, E = 27.0 k-ft
.DESIGN SUMMARY
PASS Max. Axial+Bending Stress Ratio  = 0.6368
Location of max.above base 9.396 ft
22.292 k
67.543 k
27.0 k-ft
Load Combination +1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E
Load Combination
45.375 k-ft
Bending & Shear Check Results
PASS Maximum Shear Stress Ratio =
0.0 k
0.0 : 1
Location of max.above base 0.0 ft
At maximum location values are . . .
: 1
At maximum location values are . . .
k
Pu
0.9 * Pn
Mu-x
Vu : Applied
Vn * Phi : Allowable
0.9 * Mn-x :
0.9 * Mn-y :
Mu-y
78.228 k-ft
0.0 k-ft
Maximum SERVICE Load Reactions . .
(see tab for all)
Top along X-X 0.0 k
Bottom along X-X 0.0 k
Top along Y-Y 0.0 k
Bottom along Y-Y 0.0 k
Maximum SERVICE Load Deflections . . .
Along Y-Y -0.3243 in at 12.50 ft above base
for load combination :E Only
Along X-X 0.0 in at 0.0 ft above base
for load combination :
0.0
.
Maximum Axial + Bending Stress Ratios Maximum Shear Ratios
Load Combination Stress Ratio Location Stress Ratio Status LocationStatus
Load Combination Results
+1.40D PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.271
+1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.545
+1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.545
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.330
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.80W PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.232
+1.20D+0.50L+1.60S PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.330
+1.20D+1.60S+0.80W PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.232
+1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+1.60W PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.330
+1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+1.60W PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.330
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E PASS PASS     9.40     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.637
+0.90D+1.60W+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.174
+0.90D+E+1.60H PASS PASS    12.08     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.432
.
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Steel Column ENERCALC, INC. 1983-2014, Build:6.14.11.18, Ver:6.14.11.18
Licensed User : SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY, CIVIL ENGINEERINGLic. # : KW-06090157 - Educational Version
File = E:\SENIOR~1\Enercalc\SENIOR~2.EC6
Description : Strong Axis - Longitudinal EQ
Note: Only non-zero reactions are listed.
Load Combination
X-X Axis Reaction Y-Y Axis Reaction Axial Reaction
 @ Base  @ Top  @ Base @ Base  @ Top
Maximum Reactions
kD Only    13.077 kk
k+D+L+H    26.277 kk
k+D+Lr+H    13.077 kk
k+D+S+H    13.077 kk
k+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H    22.977 kk
k+D+0.750L+0.750S+H    22.977 kk
k+D+W+H    13.077 kk
k+D+0.70E+H    13.077 kk
k+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.750W+H    22.977 kk
k+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.750W+H    22.977 kk
k+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.5250E+H    22.977 kk
k+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H    22.977 kk
k+0.60D+W+H     7.846 kk
k+0.60D+0.70E+H     7.846 kk
kD Only    13.077 kk
kLr Only kk
kL Only    13.200 kk
kS Only kk
kW Only kk
kE Only kk
kH Only kk
.Maximum Deflections for Load Combinations
Max. X-X Deflection Max. Y-Y Deflection DistanceLoad Combination Distance
D Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+L+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+Lr+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+S+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+W+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.70E+H    0.0000    -0.227    12.500 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.750W+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.750W+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.5250E+H    0.0000    -0.170    12.500 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H    0.0000    -0.170    12.500 ftft inin     0.000
+0.60D+W+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+0.60D+0.70E+H    0.0000    -0.227    12.500 ftft inin     0.000
D Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
Lr Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
L Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
S Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
W Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
E Only    0.0000    -0.324    12.500 ftft inin     0.000
H Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
.Steel Section Properties  : W14x38
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Steel Column ENERCALC, INC. 1983-2014, Build:6.14.11.18, Ver:6.14.11.18
Licensed User : SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY, CIVIL ENGINEERINGLic. # : KW-06090157 - Educational Version
File = E:\SENIOR~1\Enercalc\SENIOR~2.EC6
Description : Strong Axis - Longitudinal EQ
Steel Section Properties  : W14x38
R xx =
   1.550
in
Depth =   14.100 in
R yy =
     5.870
in Sw =   20.000 in^4
K1 =    0.813 in Zy =   12.100 in^3
Kdesign =    0.915 in
J =    0.798 in^4
Flange Width =    6.770 in
Flange Thick
=
   0.515 in Zx =   61.500 in^3
Area
=
  11.200 in^2
Weight =   38.125 plf
I xx =     385.00 in^4
S xx =      54.60 in^3 Cw = 1,230.00 in^6Web Thick =    0.310 in
I yy =     26.700 in^4
S yy =    7.880 in^3 Wno =   23.000 in^2
Qf =   11.300 in^3
rts =    1.820 in Qw =   30.300 in^3
Ycg =    0.000 in
rT =      1.770 in
  6.77in
 1
4.
10
in
Y
XLoad 1
H
ei
gh
t =
 1
2.
50
 ft
25.80k
  27.00kft
M-x Loads
Loads are total entered value. Arrows do not reflect absolute direction.
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Description : Weak Axis - Transverse EQ
.Code References
Calculations per AISC 360-10, IBC 2012, CBC 2013, ASCE 7-10
Load Combinations Used : IBC 2012
General Information
Steel Stress Grade
Top Fixed, Bottom FixedAnalysis Method :
12.50Overall Column Height
ft
Top & Bottom FixityLoad Resistance Factor
Fy : Steel Yield
ksi29,000.0
ksi
Steel Section Name : W14x38
50.0
ft
E : Elastic Bending Modulus
Y-Y (depth) axis :
X-X (width) axis :
Unbraced Length for X-X Axis buckling = 12.50 ft, K = 2
Unbraced Length for Y-Y Axis buckling = 12.50 ft, K = 2
Brace condition for deflection (buckling) along columns :
Load Combination : IBC 2012
.Applied Loads Service loads entered. Load Factors will be applied for calculations.
Column self weight included : 476.560 lbs * Dead Load Factor
AXIAL LOADS . . .
     Axial Load at 12.50 ft, D = 12.60, L = 13.20 k
BENDING LOADS . . .
     Moment acting about Y-Y axis, E = -27.0 k-ft
     Moment acting about Y-Y axis, E = 27.0 k-ft
.DESIGN SUMMARY
PASS Max. Axial+Bending Stress Ratio  = 0.8505
Location of max.above base 12.50 ft
21.720 k
67.543 k
0.0 k-ft
Load Combination +1.20D+0.50L+0.70S+E+1.60H
Load Combination
45.375 k-ft
Bending & Shear Check Results
PASS Maximum Shear Stress Ratio =
0.0 k
0.0 : 1
Location of max.above base 0.0 ft
At maximum location values are . . .
: 1
At maximum location values are . . .
k
Pu
0.9 * Pn
Mu-x
Vu : Applied
Vn * Phi : Allowable
0.9 * Mn-x :
0.9 * Mn-y :
Mu-y
78.228 k-ft
27.0 k-ft
Maximum SERVICE Load Reactions . .
(see tab for all)
Top along X-X 0.0 k
Bottom along X-X 0.0 k
Top along Y-Y 0.0 k
Bottom along Y-Y 0.0 k
Maximum SERVICE Load Deflections . . .
Along Y-Y 0.0 in at 0.0 ft above base
for load combination :
Along X-X 0.0 in at 0.0 ft above base
for load combination :
0.0
.
Maximum Axial + Bending Stress Ratios Maximum Shear Ratios
Load Combination Stress Ratio Location Stress Ratio Status LocationStatus
Load Combination Results
+1.40D+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.271
+1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.545
+1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.545
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.330
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50W+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.232
+1.20D+0.50L+1.60S+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.330
+1.20D+1.60S+0.50W+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.232
+1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+W+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.330
+1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+W+1.60H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.330
+1.20D+0.50L+0.70S+E+1.60H PASS PASS    12.50     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.850
+0.90D+W+0.90H PASS PASS     0.00     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.174
+0.90D+E+0.90H PASS PASS    12.50     0.000      0.00 ftft    0.679
.
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Description : Weak Axis - Transverse EQ
Note: Only non-zero reactions are listed.
Load Combination
X-X Axis Reaction Y-Y Axis Reaction Axial Reaction
 @ Base  @ Top  @ Base @ Base  @ Top
Maximum Reactions
k+D+H    13.077 kk
k+D+L+H    26.277 kk
k+D+Lr+H    13.077 kk
k+D+S+H    13.077 kk
k+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H    22.977 kk
k+D+0.750L+0.750S+H    22.977 kk
k+D+0.60W+H    13.077 kk
k+D+0.70E+H    13.077 kk
k+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.450W+H    22.977 kk
k+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.450W+H    22.977 kk
k+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H    22.977 kk
k+0.60D+0.60W+0.60H     7.846 kk
k+0.60D+0.70E+0.60H     7.846 kk
kD Only    13.077 kk
kLr Only kk
kL Only    13.200 kk
kS Only kk
kW Only kk
kE Only kk
kH Only kk
.Maximum Deflections for Load Combinations
Max. X-X Deflection Max. Y-Y Deflection DistanceLoad Combination Distance
+D+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+L+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+Lr+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+S+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.60W+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.70E+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.450W+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.450W+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+0.60D+0.60W+0.60H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
+0.60D+0.70E+0.60H    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
D Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
Lr Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
L Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
S Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
W Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
E Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
H Only    0.0000     0.000     0.000 ftft inin     0.000
.Steel Section Properties  : W14x38
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Description : Weak Axis - Transverse EQ
Steel Section Properties  : W14x38
R xx =
   1.550
in
Depth =   14.100 in
R yy =
     5.870
in Sw =   20.000 in^4
K1 =    0.813 in Zy =   12.100 in^3
Kdesign =    0.915 in
J =    0.798 in^4
Flange Width =    6.770 in
Flange Thick
=
   0.515 in Zx =   61.500 in^3
Area
=
  11.200 in^2
Weight =   38.125 plf
I xx =     385.00 in^4
S xx =      54.60 in^3 Cw = 1,230.00 in^6Web Thick =    0.310 in
I yy =     26.700 in^4
S yy =    7.880 in^3 Wno =   23.000 in^2
Qf =   11.300 in^3
rts =    1.820 in Qw =   30.300 in^3
Ycg =    0.000 in
rT =      1.770 in
  6.77in
 1
4.
10
in
Y
XLoad 1
H
ei
gh
t =
 1
2.
50
 ft
25.80k
 -27.00kft
  27.00kft
M-y Loads
Loads are total entered value. Arrows do not reflect absolute direction.
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Description : No comment
CODE REFERENCES
Calculations per AISC 360-10, IBC 2012, ASCE 7-10
Load Combination Set : IBC 2012
Material Properties
Analysis Method :
ksi
Bending Axis : Major Axis Bending
Load Combination :IBC 2012
Completely Unbraced
Load Resistance Factor Design Fy : Steel Yield : 50.0 ksi
Beam Bracing : E: Modulus : 29,000.0
Span = 9.0 ft
W14x22
.Service loads entered. Load Factors will be applied for calculations.Applied Loads
Beam self weight calculated and added to loading
Load(s) for Span Number 1
Moment :  E = 14.0 k-ft, Loc = 0.0 ft in span
Moment :  E = -14.0 k-ft, Loc = 9.0 ft in span
.Design OKDESIGN SUMMARY
Maximum Bending Stress Ratio   =     0.165 : 1
Load Combination +1.20D+0.50L+0.70S+E+1.60H
Span # where maximum occurs Span # 1
Location of maximum on span     4.500ft
0.1392 k
Mn * Phi : Allowable     86.602 k-ft Vn * Phi : Allowable
W14x22Section used for this span
Span # where maximum occurs
Location of maximum on span
Span # 1
Load Combination +1.40D+1.60H
94.530 k
Section used for this span W14x22
Mu : Applied
Maximum Shear Stress Ratio =     0.001 : 1
    0.000 ft
    14.268 k-ft Vu : Applied
0 <360
3532
Ratio = 0 <180
Maximum Deflection
Max Downward Transient Deflection     0.043 in  2,519Ratio =
Max Upward Transient Deflection     0.000 in Ratio =
Max Downward Total Deflection     0.031 in Ratio =
Max Upward Total Deflection     0.000 in
.Maximum Forces & Stresses for Load Combinations
Span #
Summary of Moment Values Summary of Shear ValuesLoad Combination Max Stress Ratios
M V max Mu -max Mu + Rm VnxMu Max Phi*Mnx Cb VuMaxMnx Phi*VnxSegment Length
+1.40D+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.003     0.001      0.31      0.31    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.14     94.53     94.53
+1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.003     0.001      0.27      0.27    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.12     94.53     94.53
+1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.003     0.001      0.27      0.27    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.12     94.53     94.53
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.003     0.001      0.27      0.27    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.12     94.53     94.53
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50W+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.003     0.001      0.27      0.27    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.12     94.53     94.53
+1.20D+0.50L+1.60S+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.003     0.001      0.27      0.27    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.12     94.53     94.53
+1.20D+1.60S+0.50W+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.003     0.001      0.27      0.27    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.12     94.53     94.53
+1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+W+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.003     0.001      0.27      0.27    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.12     94.53     94.53
+1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+W+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.003     0.001      0.27      0.27    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.12     94.53     94.53
+1.20D+0.50L+0.70S+E+1.60H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.165     0.001     14.27     14.27     96.22     86.60 1.00 1.00      0.12     94.53     94.53
+0.90D+W+0.90H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.002     0.001      0.20      0.20    109.09     98.18 1.14 1.00      0.09     94.53     94.5388
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Description : No comment
Span #
Summary of Moment Values Summary of Shear ValuesLoad Combination Max Stress Ratios
M V max Mu -max Mu + Rm VnxMu Max Phi*Mnx Cb VuMaxMnx Phi*VnxSegment Length
+0.90D+E+0.90H
     Dsgn. L =    9.00 ft   1     0.164     0.001     14.20     14.20     96.22     86.60 1.00 1.00      0.09     94.53     94.53
.
Location in SpanLoad CombinationMax. "-" Defl Location in SpanLoad Combination Span Max. "+" Defl
Overall Maximum Deflections
E Only   1    0.0429     4.500    0.0000     0.000
.
Load Combination Support 1 Support 2
Vertical Reactions Support notation : Far left is #1 Values in KIPS
Overall MAXimum     0.099     0.099
Overall MINimum     0.060     0.060
+D+H     0.099     0.099
+D+L+H     0.099     0.099
+D+Lr+H     0.099     0.099
+D+S+H     0.099     0.099
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H     0.099     0.099
+D+0.750L+0.750S+H     0.099     0.099
+D+0.60W+H     0.099     0.099
+D+0.70E+H     0.099     0.099
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.450W+H     0.099     0.099
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.450W+H     0.099     0.099
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H     0.099     0.099
+0.60D+0.60W+0.60H     0.060     0.060
+0.60D+0.70E+0.60H     0.060     0.060
D Only     0.099     0.099
Lr Only
L Only
S Only
W Only
E Only
H Only
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Description : Transverse
Code References
Calculations per ACI 318-11, IBC 2012, CBC 2013, ASCE 7-10
Load Combinations Used : ASCE 7-05
General Information
Material Properties Analysis/Design Settings
YesCalculate footing weight as dead load ?
NoCalculate Pedestal weight as dead load ?
3
60
3122 ksi
150.0 0.0018
1
1
pcf
Min. Overturning Safety Factor : 1
Ec : Concrete Elastic Modulus
Min. Sliding Safety Factor : 1
Concrete Density Min Allow % Temp Reinf (based on thick)
ksif'c : Concrete 28 day strength
fy : Rebar Yield ksi
Min Steel % Bending Reinf (based on 'd')
0.9
0.75
: Phi Values Flexure :
Shear :
?
Soil Information
Soil Bearing Increase2.50
No
150.0
0.3
2.50 ksf
(Allowable Soil Bearing adjusted for footing weight and
depth & width increases as specified by user.)
Increases based on footing Depth . . . .
Increases based on footing Width . . .
Footing base depth below soil surfaceAllowable Soil Bearing ksfIncrease Bearing By Footing Weight
Coefficient of Soil/Concrete Friction
Adjusted Allowable Soil Bearing
Soil Passive Sliding Resistance pcf Allowable pressure increase per foot ksf
when base of footing is below ft
Allowable pressure increase per foot ksf
when maximum length or width is greater than ft
(Uses entry for "Footing base depth below soil surface" for force)
Maximum Allowed Bearing Pressure 10 ksf
(A value of zero implies no limit)
ft
Dimensions & Reinforcing
Distance Left of Column #1 =
=
=
1.50 ft
Between Columns 9.0 ft
Distance Right of Column #2 1.50 ft
Total Footing Length = 12.0
Col #1
ft
=
3.0Footing Width = ft
Pedestal dimensions... Col #2
Sq. Dim. 12.0 12.0 in=
Height in=
in^2
Footing Thickness 24.0 in in^2
Rebar Center to Concrete Edge @ Top 3.0 in
Rebar Center to Concrete Edge @ Bottom 3.0 in
=
=
6.0 5
2.0 5
6.0 5
6.0 5
6.0 5
2.0 5
Bottom Bars
Size #
As As
Count
1.860 1.555 in^2
Req'dActual
1.555 in^2
Bars Btwn Cols
Bottom Bars 1.860
1.860 1.555 in^2
Top Bars in^20.620 0.0
Bars Right of Col #2
Top Bars 1.860 1.555
Top Bars 0.620 0.0
Bottom Bars
Bars left of Col #1
Applied Loads
Applied @ Left Column
Axial Load Downward
Moment (+CW) =
Shear (+X) =
S E HWLD Lr
k
Applied @ Right Column
=
k-ft
Axial Load Downward
k-ft
k
k
Moment (+CW) =
Shear (+X) =
= 3.70
14.30
3.70
14.3
k
Overburden =
12'-0"
1'-6" 9'-0" 1'-6"
3'
-0
"
1'
-0
" 1'-0"
  6-#5
  2-#5
  6-#5
  2-#5
  6-#5
  6-#5
2'
-0
"
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Description : Transverse
DESIGN SUMMARY Design OK
Governing Load CombinationRatio Item Applied Capacity
PASS 0.3132 Soil Bearing 0.7829 ksf 2.50 ksf +D+0.70E+H
PASS 3.273 Overturning 20.020 k-ft 65.520 k-ft +0.60D+0.70E+H
PASS No Sliding Sliding 0.0 k 5.460 k No Sliding
PASS No Uplift Uplift 0.0 k 0.0 k No Uplift
PASS No Bending Flexure - Right of Col #2 - Top
Flexure - Left of Col #1 - Top -0.2799 k-ft
0.002479 Flexure - Left of Col #1 - Bottom 0.4231 k-ft
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E
PASS
170.682 +1.40D
PASS
k-ft
Flexure - Between Cols - Top 170.682-13.240 k-ft0.07757
+0.90D+E+1.60H
k-ft
Flexure - Between Cols - Bottom 11.584 k-ft0.06787 170.682 k-ft
0.0 k-ft 0.0 k-ft N/A
PASS 0.005358 Flexure - Right of Col #2 - Bottom 0.9145 k-ft 170.682 k-ft +1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E
PASS 0.07627 1-way Shear - Col #1 6.266 psi 82.158 psi +1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E
PASS 0.03127 1-way Shear - Col #2 2.569 psi 82.158 psi +1.40D
PASS 0.01059 2-way Punching - Col #1 1.741 psi 164.317 psi +1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E
2-way Punching - Col #2 1.082 psi 164.317 psi +1.40D
0.004823 +0.90D+E+1.60HPASS
PASS
58.025 k-ft
PASS 0.006582
Soil Bearing
Eccentricity Actual Soil Bearing Stress Actual / Allow
Total Bearing  @ Left Edge  @ Right Edgefrom Ftg CL Allowable RatioLoad Combination...
D Only        18.20         0.51         0.51         2.50    0.202k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+D+L+H        18.20         0.51         0.51         2.50    0.202k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+D+Lr+H        18.20         0.51         0.51         2.50    0.202k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+D+S+H        18.20         0.51         0.51         2.50    0.202k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H        18.20         0.51         0.51         2.50    0.202k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+H        18.20         0.51         0.51         2.50    0.202k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+D+W+H        18.20         0.51         0.51         2.50    0.202k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+D+0.70E+H        18.20         0.23         0.78         2.50    0.313k ft ksf ksf ksf    1.100
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.750W+H        18.20         0.51         0.51         2.50    0.202k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.750W+H        18.20         0.51         0.51         2.50    0.202k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.5250E+H        18.20         0.30         0.71         2.50    0.285k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.825
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H        18.20         0.30         0.71         2.50    0.285k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.825
+0.60D+W+H        10.92         0.30         0.30         2.50    0.121k ft ksf ksf ksf    0.000
+0.60D+0.70E+H        10.92         0.03         0.58         2.50    0.232k ft ksf ksf ksf    1.833
Moments about Left Edge Moments about Right Edgek-ft k-ft
Overturning Stability
Load Combination... Overturning Resisting Ratio Overturning Resisting Ratio
D Only         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+D+L+H         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+D+Lr+H         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+D+S+H         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+H         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+D+W+H         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+D+0.70E+H         0.00         0.00      999.000        20.02       109.20        5.455
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.750W+H         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.750W+H         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.5250E+H         0.00         0.00      999.000        15.02       109.20        7.273
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H         0.00         0.00      999.000        15.02       109.20        7.273
+0.60D+W+H         0.00         0.00      999.000         0.00         0.00      999.000
+0.60D+0.70E+H         0.00         0.00      999.000        20.02        65.52        3.273
Sliding Stability
Load Combination... Sliding Force Resisting Force Sliding SafetyRatio
D Only         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+L+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+Lr+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+S+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+0.750L+0.750S+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
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Sliding Stability
Load Combination... Sliding Force Resisting Force Sliding SafetyRatio
+D+W+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+0.70E+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.750W+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.750W+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.5250E+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H         0.00         5.46 999kk
+0.60D+W+H         0.00         3.28 999kk
+0.60D+0.70E+H         0.00         3.28 999kk
As Req'd
Footing Flexure - Maximum Values for Load Combination
TensionDistance
Actual As Mu / PhiMnbyMu from left Side
Governed
Phi*MnLoad Combination...
+0.60D+0.70E+H        0.000    0.000 0    0.000 0    0.000        0.000    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.000    0.030 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.001    0.060 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.003    0.090 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.005    0.120 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.007    0.150 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.010    0.180 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.014    0.210 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.018    0.240 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.023    0.270 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.028    0.300 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.000
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.033    0.330 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.001
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.040    0.360 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.001
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.046    0.390 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.001
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.054    0.420 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.001
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.061    0.450 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.001
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.070    0.480 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.001
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.078    0.510 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.001
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.088    0.540 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.002
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.097    0.570 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.002
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.107    0.600 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.002
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.118    0.630 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.002
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.129    0.660 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.002
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.141    0.690 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.002
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.153    0.720 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.003
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.165    0.750 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.003
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.178    0.780 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.003
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.191    0.810 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.003
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.205    0.840 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.004
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.219    0.870 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.004
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.234    0.900 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.004
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.249    0.930 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.004
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.264    0.960 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.005
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.280    0.990 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.005
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.297    1.020 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.005
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.317    1.050 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.005
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.340    1.080 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.006
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.367    1.110 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.006
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.397    1.140 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.007
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.431    1.170 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.007
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.468    1.200 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.008
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.508    1.230 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.009
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.552    1.260 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.010
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.599    1.290 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.010
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.649    1.320 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.011
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.703    1.350 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.012
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.760    1.380 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.013
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.820    1.410 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.014
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.884    1.440 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.015
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -0.951    1.470 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.016
+0.90D+E+1.60H       -1.021    1.500 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    0.620       58.025    0.018
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       13.266    1.530 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       13.180    1.560 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
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As Req'd
Footing Flexure - Maximum Values for Load Combination
TensionDistance
Actual As Mu / PhiMnbyMu from left Side
Governed
Phi*MnLoad Combination...
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       13.089    1.590 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       12.995    1.620 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       12.896    1.650 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       12.793    1.680 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+0.90D+E+1.60H       12.695    1.710 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.074
+0.90D+E+1.60H       12.599    1.740 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.074
+0.90D+E+1.60H       12.499    1.770 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.073
+0.90D+E+1.60H       12.396    1.800 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.073
+0.90D+E+1.60H       12.290    1.830 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.072
+0.90D+E+1.60H       12.180    1.860 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.071
+0.90D+E+1.60H       12.068    1.890 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.071
+0.90D+E+1.60H       11.952    1.920 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.070
+0.90D+E+1.60H       11.832    1.950 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.069
+0.90D+E+1.60H       11.710    1.980 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.069
+0.90D+E+1.60H       11.584    2.010 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.068
+0.90D+E+1.60H       11.458    2.040 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.067
+0.90D+E+1.60H       11.331    2.070 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.066
+0.90D+E+1.60H       11.205    2.100 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.066
+0.90D+E+1.60H       11.078    2.130 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.065
+0.90D+E+1.60H       10.951    2.160 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.064
+0.90D+E+1.60H       10.823    2.190 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.063
+0.90D+E+1.60H       10.696    2.220 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.063
+0.90D+E+1.60H       10.568    2.250 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.062
+0.90D+E+1.60H       10.440    2.280 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.061
+0.90D+E+1.60H       10.312    2.310 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.060
+0.90D+E+1.60H       10.184    2.340 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.060
+0.90D+E+1.60H       10.056    2.370 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.059
+0.90D+E+1.60H        9.927    2.400 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.058
+0.90D+E+1.60H        9.798    2.430 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.057
+0.90D+E+1.60H        9.670    2.460 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.057
+0.90D+E+1.60H        9.541    2.490 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.056
+0.90D+E+1.60H        9.412    2.520 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.055
+0.90D+E+1.60H        9.282    2.550 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.054
+0.90D+E+1.60H        9.153    2.580 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.054
+0.90D+E+1.60H        9.024    2.610 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.053
+0.90D+E+1.60H        8.894    2.640 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.052
+0.90D+E+1.60H        8.765    2.670 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.051
+0.90D+E+1.60H        8.635    2.700 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.051
+0.90D+E+1.60H        8.505    2.730 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.050
+0.90D+E+1.60H        8.375    2.760 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.049
+0.90D+E+1.60H        8.245    2.790 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.048
+0.90D+E+1.60H        8.115    2.820 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.048
+0.90D+E+1.60H        7.985    2.850 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.047
+0.90D+E+1.60H        7.855    2.880 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+0.90D+E+1.60H        7.725    2.910 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+0.90D+E+1.60H        7.594    2.940 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+0.90D+E+1.60H        7.464    2.970 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+0.90D+E+1.60H        7.334    3.000 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.043
+0.90D+E+1.60H        7.203    3.030 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.042
+0.90D+E+1.60H        7.073    3.060 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.041
+0.90D+E+1.60H        6.942    3.090 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.041
+0.90D+E+1.60H        6.812    3.120 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.040
+0.90D+E+1.60H        6.681    3.150 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.039
+0.90D+E+1.60H        6.551    3.180 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.038
+0.90D+E+1.60H        6.420    3.210 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.038
+0.90D+E+1.60H        6.290    3.240 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.037
+0.90D+E+1.60H        6.159    3.270 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.036
+0.90D+E+1.60H        6.029    3.300 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.035
+0.90D+E+1.60H        5.898    3.330 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.035
+0.90D+E+1.60H        5.768    3.360 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.034
+0.90D+E+1.60H        5.638    3.390 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.033
+0.90D+E+1.60H        5.507    3.420 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.032
+0.90D+E+1.60H        5.377    3.450 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.032
+0.90D+E+1.60H        5.247    3.480 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.031
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Footing Flexure - Maximum Values for Load Combination
TensionDistance
Actual As Mu / PhiMnbyMu from left Side
Governed
Phi*MnLoad Combination...
+0.90D+E+1.60H        5.116    3.510 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.030
+1.40D       -5.158    3.540 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.030
+1.40D       -5.221    3.570 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.031
+1.40D       -5.284    3.600 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.031
+1.40D       -5.345    3.630 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.031
+1.40D       -5.406    3.660 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.032
+1.40D       -5.467    3.690 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.032
+1.40D       -5.526    3.720 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.032
+1.40D       -5.585    3.750 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.033
+1.40D       -5.643    3.780 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.033
+1.40D       -5.700    3.810 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.033
+1.40D       -5.756    3.840 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.034
+1.40D       -5.812    3.870 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.034
+1.40D       -5.866    3.900 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.034
+1.40D       -5.920    3.930 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.035
+1.40D       -5.974    3.960 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.035
+1.40D       -6.026    3.990 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.035
+1.40D       -6.078    4.020 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.036
+1.40D       -6.129    4.050 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.036
+1.40D       -6.179    4.080 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.036
+1.40D       -6.228    4.110 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.036
+1.40D       -6.277    4.140 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.037
+1.40D       -6.324    4.170 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.037
+1.40D       -6.371    4.200 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.037
+1.40D       -6.418    4.230 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.038
+1.40D       -6.463    4.260 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.038
+1.40D       -6.508    4.290 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.038
+1.40D       -6.552    4.320 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.038
+1.40D       -6.595    4.350 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.039
+1.40D       -6.637    4.380 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.039
+1.40D       -6.679    4.410 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.039
+1.40D       -6.719    4.440 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.039
+1.40D       -6.760    4.470 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.040
+1.40D       -6.799    4.500 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.040
+1.40D       -6.837    4.530 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.040
+1.40D       -6.875    4.560 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.040
+1.40D       -6.912    4.590 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.040
+1.40D       -6.948    4.620 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.041
+1.40D       -6.983    4.650 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.041
+1.40D       -7.018    4.680 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.041
+1.40D       -7.052    4.710 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.041
+1.40D       -7.085    4.740 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.042
+1.40D       -7.117    4.770 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.042
+1.40D       -7.148    4.800 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.042
+1.40D       -7.179    4.830 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.042
+1.40D       -7.209    4.860 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.042
+1.40D       -7.238    4.890 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.042
+1.40D       -7.267    4.920 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.043
+1.40D       -7.294    4.950 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.043
+1.40D       -7.321    4.980 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.043
+1.40D       -7.347    5.010 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.043
+1.40D       -7.372    5.040 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.043
+1.40D       -7.397    5.070 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.043
+1.40D       -7.420    5.100 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.043
+1.40D       -7.443    5.130 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+1.40D       -7.465    5.160 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+1.40D       -7.487    5.190 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+1.40D       -7.507    5.220 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+1.40D       -7.527    5.250 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+1.40D       -7.546    5.280 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+1.40D       -7.564    5.310 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+1.40D       -7.582    5.340 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.044
+1.40D       -7.599    5.370 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.615    5.400 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
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+1.40D       -7.630    5.430 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.644    5.460 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.658    5.490 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.671    5.520 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.683    5.550 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.694    5.580 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.704    5.610 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.714    5.640 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.723    5.670 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.731    5.700 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.739    5.730 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.745    5.760 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.751    5.790 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.756    5.820 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.760    5.850 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.764    5.880 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.767    5.910 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+1.40D       -7.768    5.940 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+1.40D       -7.770    5.970 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+1.40D       -7.770    6.000 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+1.40D       -7.770    6.030 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+1.40D       -7.768    6.060 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+1.40D       -7.767    6.090 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+1.40D       -7.764    6.120 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.760    6.150 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.756    6.180 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.751    6.210 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.745    6.240 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.739    6.270 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.40D       -7.731    6.300 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.045
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -7.798    6.330 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -7.898    6.360 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.046
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -7.996    6.390 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.047
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.094    6.420 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.047
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.191    6.450 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.048
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.287    6.480 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.049
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.383    6.510 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.049
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.477    6.540 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.050
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.571    6.570 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.050
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.665    6.600 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.051
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.757    6.630 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.051
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.849    6.660 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.052
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -8.940    6.690 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.052
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.030    6.720 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.053
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.119    6.750 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.053
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.208    6.780 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.054
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.295    6.810 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.054
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.382    6.840 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.055
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.468    6.870 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.055
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.554    6.900 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.056
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.638    6.930 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.056
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.722    6.960 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.057
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.804    6.990 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.057
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.886    7.020 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.058
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E       -9.968    7.050 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.058
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.048    7.080 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.059
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.127    7.110 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.059
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.206    7.140 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.060
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.283    7.170 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.060
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.360    7.200 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.061
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.436    7.230 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.061
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.511    7.260 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.062
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.585    7.290 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.062
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.658    7.320 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.062
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+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.730    7.350 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.063
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.802    7.380 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.063
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.872    7.410 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.064
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -10.942    7.440 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.064
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.011    7.470 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.065
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.078    7.500 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.065
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.145    7.530 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.065
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.211    7.560 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.066
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.276    7.590 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.066
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.340    7.620 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.066
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.403    7.650 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.067
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.465    7.680 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.067
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.526    7.710 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.068
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.586    7.740 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.068
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.645    7.770 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.068
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.703    7.800 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.069
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.760    7.830 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.069
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.816    7.860 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.069
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.872    7.890 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.070
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.926    7.920 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.070
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -11.979    7.950 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.070
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.031    7.980 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.070
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.082    8.010 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.071
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.132    8.040 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.071
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.181    8.070 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.071
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.229    8.100 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.072
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.276    8.130 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.072
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.322    8.160 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.072
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.367    8.190 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.072
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.411    8.220 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.073
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.454    8.250 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.073
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.495    8.280 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.073
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.536    8.310 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.073
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.575    8.340 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.074
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.614    8.370 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.074
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.651    8.400 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.074
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.687    8.430 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.074
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.723    8.460 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.757    8.490 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.790    8.520 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.821    8.550 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.852    8.580 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.882    8.610 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.910    8.640 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.937    8.670 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.964    8.700 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.989    8.730 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.013    8.760 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.035    8.790 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.057    8.820 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.077    8.850 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.096    8.880 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.114    8.910 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.131    8.940 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.147    8.970 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.161    9.000 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.174    9.030 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.187    9.060 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.197    9.090 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.207    9.120 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.215    9.150 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.222    9.180 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.228    9.210 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.233    9.240 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
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Governed
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+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.236    9.270 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.239    9.300 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.240    9.330 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.239    9.360 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.238    9.390 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.235    9.420 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.231    9.450 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.078
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.225    9.480 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.218    9.510 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.210    9.540 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.201    9.570 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.190    9.600 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.178    9.630 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.165    9.660 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.151    9.690 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.135    9.720 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.118    9.750 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.099    9.780 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.079    9.810 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.058    9.840 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.077
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.035    9.870 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -13.011    9.900 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.986    9.930 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.959    9.960 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.931    9.990 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.903   10.020 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.076
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.876   10.050 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.853   10.080 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.832   10.110 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.814   10.140 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.798   10.170 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.785   10.200 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.774   10.230 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.766   10.260 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E      -12.760   10.290 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+0.90D+E+1.60H      -12.762   10.320 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+0.90D+E+1.60H      -12.775   10.350 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+0.90D+E+1.60H      -12.789   10.380 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+0.90D+E+1.60H      -12.805   10.410 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+0.90D+E+1.60H      -12.822   10.440 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+0.90D+E+1.60H      -12.842   10.470 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+0.90D+E+1.60H      -12.863   10.500 Top    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.075
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.492   10.530 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.009
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.474   10.560 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.009
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.454   10.590 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.009
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.432   10.620 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.008
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.407   10.650 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.008
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.379   10.680 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.008
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.349   10.710 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.008
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.317   10.740 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.008
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.282   10.770 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.008
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.245   10.800 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.007
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.205   10.830 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.007
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.163   10.860 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.007
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.118   10.890 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.007
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.071   10.920 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.006
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        1.021   10.950 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.006
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.969   10.980 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.006
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.914   11.010 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.005
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.861   11.040 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.005
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.809   11.070 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.005
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.758   11.100 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.004
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.709   11.130 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.004
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.662   11.160 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.004
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Description : Transverse
As Req'd
Footing Flexure - Maximum Values for Load Combination
TensionDistance
Actual As Mu / PhiMnbyMu from left Side
Governed
Phi*MnLoad Combination...
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.616   11.190 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.004
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.572   11.220 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.003
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.529   11.250 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.003
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.488   11.280 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.003
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.449   11.310 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.003
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.411   11.340 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.002
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.375   11.370 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.002
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.341   11.400 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.002
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.308   11.430 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.002
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.276   11.460 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.002
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.247   11.490 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.001
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.219   11.520 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.001
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.193   11.550 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.001
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.168   11.580 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.001
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.145   11.610 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.001
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.124   11.640 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.001
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.104   11.670 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.001
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.086   11.700 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.001
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.070   11.730 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.000
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.055   11.760 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.000
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.042   11.790 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.000
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.031   11.820 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.000
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.022   11.850 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.000
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.014   11.880 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.000
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.008   11.910 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.000
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.003   11.940 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.000
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.001   11.970 Bottom    1.555 Min Temp %    1.860      170.682    0.000
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E        0.000   12.000 0    0.000 0    0.000        0.000    0.000
One Way Shear Punching Shear
vu @ Col #1Load Combination... Phi Vn vu @ Col #2 vu @ Col #1 vu @ Col #2Phi Vn
+1.40D     82.16      2.57      2.57      1.08      1.08 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H     82.16      2.20      2.20      0.93      0.93 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H     82.16      2.20      2.20      0.93      0.93 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L     82.16      2.20      2.20      0.93      0.93 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.80W     82.16      2.20      2.20      0.93      0.93 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+1.20D+0.50L+1.60S     82.16      2.20      2.20      0.93      0.93 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+1.20D+1.60S+0.80W     82.16      2.20      2.20      0.93      0.93 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+1.60W     82.16      2.20      2.20      0.93      0.93 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+1.60W     82.16      2.20      2.20      0.93      0.93 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E     82.16      6.27      1.86      1.74      0.11 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+0.90D+1.60W+1.60H     82.16      1.65      1.65      0.70      0.70 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
+0.90D+E+1.60H     82.16      5.72      2.41      1.51      0.12 psi   164.32 psi psipsipsipsi
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Description : Longitudinal
Code References
Calculations per ACI 318-11, IBC 2012, CBC 2013, ASCE 7-10
Load Combinations Used : ASCE 7-05
General Information
Material Properties Soil Design Values
2.50
Analysis Settings
150.0ksi
Yes
ksfAllowable Soil Bearing =
=
3.0
60.0
3,122.0
150.0 = 0.30
Flexure = 0.90
Shear =
Values?
0.00180
Soil Passive Resistance (for Sliding)
1.0
1.0
=
Increases based on footing plan dimension
:Add Pedestal Wt for Soil Pressure Yes
Use Pedestal wt for stability, mom & shear Yes:
Allowable pressure increase per foot of depth= ksf
when maximum length or width is greater than= ft
:
=
Add Ftg Wt for Soil Pressure Yes
YesUse ftg wt for stability, moments & shears :
when footing base is below ft
pcf
Increase Bearing By Footing Weight
= pcf
Min. Overturning Safety Factor
=
: 1
Increases based on footing Depth0.750
=
Soil/Concrete Friction Coeff.
Ec : Concrete Elastic Modulus
Min. Sliding Safety Factor
=
=
: 1
Footing base depth below soil surface ft
=Allowable pressure increase per foot of depth ksf
=
=
=
Concrete Density
=
Min Allow % Temp Reinf.
ksif'c : Concrete 28 day strength
fy : Rebar Yield ksi
Min Steel % Bending Reinf.
Edge D
ist. = 3"
12'-0"
3'
-0
"
Z
Z
X X
  6 - # 5 Bars
3"
X-X Section Looking to +Z   8 - # 8 Bars
3"
Z-Z Section Looking to +X
#
Dimensions
Width parallel to X-X Axis 12.0 ft
Length parallel to Z-Z Axis
=
3.0 ft
=
Pedestal dimensions...
px : parallel to X-X Axis in
pz : parallel to Z-Z Axis in
Height =
=
in
Footing Thickness
=
24.0 in=
Rebar Centerline to Edge of Concrete...
= inat Bottom of footing 3.0
Reinforcing
#
Bars parallel to X-X Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size
=
5
Number of Bars
=
6.0
Bars parallel to Z-Z Axis
Reinforcing Bar Size = 8
Number of Bars = 8.0
Bandwidth Distribution Check  (ACI 15.4.4.2)
Direction Requiring Closer SeparationBars al ng Z-Z Axis
# Bars required within zone  40.0 %
# Bars required on each side of zone  60.0 %
Applied Loads
7.40
D Lr
ksf
L S
P : Column Load
OB : Overburden =
k
W E
M-zz
V-x
=
= k
V-z k
M-xx =
k-ft=
k-ft14.30
H
=
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Description : Longitudinal
PASS n/a Sliding - X-X 0.0 k 0.0 k No Sliding
PASS n/a Sliding - Z-Z 0.0 k 0.0 k No Sliding
DESIGN SUMMARY Design OK
Governing Load CombinationMin. Ratio Item Applied Capacity
PASS 0.3768 Soil Bearing 1.055 ksf 2.80 ksf +D+0.70E+H about X-X axis
PASS 1.636 Overturning - X-X 10.010 k-ft 16.380 k-ft +0.60D+0.70E+H
PASS n/a Overturning - Z-Z 0.0 k-ft 0.0 k-ft No Overturning
PASS n/a Uplift 0.0 k 0.0 k No Uplift
PASS 0.09105 Z Flexure (+X) 5.180 k-ft 56.894 k-ft +1.40D
PASS 0.09105 Z Flexure (-X) 5.180 k-ft 56.894 k-ft +1.40D
PASS 0.01843 X Flexure (+Z) 0.8948 k-ft 48.546 k-ft +0.90D+E+1.60H
PASS 0.006669 X Flexure (-Z) 0.3238 k-ft 48.546 k-ft +1.40D
PASS 0.05838 1-way Shear (+X) 4.796 psi 82.158 psi +1.40D
PASS 0.05838 1-way Shear (-X) 4.796 psi 82.158 psi +1.40D
PASS n/a 1-way Shear (+Z) 0.0 psi 82.158 psi n/a
PASS n/a 1-way Shear (-Z) 0.0 psi 82.158 psi n/a
PASS 0.03304 2-way Punching 5.429 psi 164.317 psi +1.40D
Detailed Results
Rotation Axis &
ZeccXecc
Actual Soil Bearing Stress Actual / Allowable
Soil Bearing
Gross Allowable Bottom, -Z Top, +Z Left, -X Right, +X RatioLoad Combination...
X-X, D Only 2.80 n/a0.5056 0.5056 n/a   0.1810.0n/a
X-X, +D+L+H 2.80 n/a0.5056 0.5056 n/a   0.1810.0n/a
X-X, +D+Lr+H 2.80 n/a0.5056 0.5056 n/a   0.1810.0n/a
X-X, +D+S+H 2.80 n/a0.5056 0.5056 n/a   0.1810.0n/a
X-X, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H 2.80 n/a0.5056 0.5056 n/a   0.1810.0n/a
X-X, +D+0.750L+0.750S+H 2.80 n/a0.5056 0.5056 n/a   0.1810.0n/a
X-X, +D+W+H 2.80 n/a0.5056 0.5056 n/a   0.1810.0n/a
X-X, +D+0.70E+H 2.80 n/a0.0 1.055 n/a   0.3776.60n/a
X-X, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.750W+H 2.80 n/a0.5056 0.5056 n/a   0.1810.0n/a
X-X, +D+0.750L+0.750S+0.750W+H 2.80 n/a0.5056 0.5056 n/a   0.1810.0n/a
X-X, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.5250E+H 2.80 n/a0.09542 0.9157 n/a   0.3274.950n/a
X-X, +D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H 2.80 n/a0.09542 0.9157 n/a   0.3274.950n/a
X-X, +0.60D+W+H 2.80 n/a0.3033 0.3033 n/a   0.1080.0n/a
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E+H 2.80 n/a0.0 1.025 n/a   0.36611.0n/a
Z-Z, D Only 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+L+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+Lr+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+S+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+0.750L+0.750S+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+W+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+0.70E+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.750W+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+0.750L+0.750S+0.750W+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.5250E+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H 2.80 0.5056n/a n/a 0.5056   0.181n/a0.0
Z-Z, +0.60D+W+H 2.80 0.3033n/a n/a 0.3033   0.108n/a0.0
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E+H 2.80 0.3033n/a n/a 0.3033   0.108n/a0.0
Rotation Axis &
Overturning Stability
Load Combination... StatusOverturning Moment Resisting Moment Stability Ratio
X-X, D Only None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +D+L+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +D+Lr+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +D+S+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +D+0.750L+0.750S+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +D+W+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +D+0.70E+H 10.010 k-ft 27.30 k-ft 2.727  OK
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Description : Longitudinal
Rotation Axis &
Overturning Stability
Load Combination... StatusOverturning Moment Resisting Moment Stability Ratio
X-X, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.750W+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +D+0.750L+0.750S+0.750W+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.5250E+H 7.508 k-ft 27.30 k-ft 3.636  OK
X-X, +D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H 7.508 k-ft 27.30 k-ft 3.636  OK
X-X, +0.60D+W+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
X-X, +0.60D+0.70E+H 10.010 k-ft 16.380 k-ft 1.636  OK
Z-Z, D Only None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+L+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+Lr+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+S+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750L+0.750S+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+W+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+0.70E+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.750W+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750L+0.750S+0.750W+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750Lr+0.750L+0.5250E+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +D+0.750L+0.750S+0.5250E+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+W+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Z-Z, +0.60D+0.70E+H None 0.0 k-ft Infinity  OK
Force Application Axis
Sliding Stability All units k
Load Combination... StatusSliding Force Resisting Force Sliding SafetyRatio
Footing Has NO Sliding
Flexure Axis & Load Combination in^2 in^2 in^2 k-ft
As Req'd
Footing Flexure
Tension @
k-ft
Which Actual As StatusMu
Side ? Bot or Top ?
Gvrn. As Phi*Mn
X-X, +1.40D 0.3238 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.40D 0.3238 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H 0.2775 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H 0.2775 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H 0.2775 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H 0.2775 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L 0.2775 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L 0.2775 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr+0.80W 0.2775 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60Lr+0.80W 0.2775 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50L+1.60S 0.2775 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50L+1.60S 0.2775 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60S+0.80W 0.2775 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+1.60S+0.80W 0.2775 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+1.60W 0.2775 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+1.60W 0.2775 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+1.60W 0.2775 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+1.60W 0.2775 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E 0.8913 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E 0.3001 -Z Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +0.90D+1.60W+1.60H 0.2081 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +0.90D+1.60W+1.60H 0.2081 -Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +0.90D+E+1.60H 0.8948 +Z Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
X-X, +0.90D+E+1.60H 0.2966 -Z Top 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.5267 48.546  OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 5.180 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.40D 5.180 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H 4.440 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H 4.440 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H 4.440 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H 4.440 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L 4.440 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L 4.440 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr+0.80W 4.440 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60Lr+0.80W 4.440 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
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General Footing ENERCALC, INC. 1983-2014, Build:6.14.11.18, Ver:6.14.11.18
Licensed User : SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY, CIVIL ENGINEERINGLic. # : KW-06090157 - Educational Version
File = E:\SENIOR~1\Enercalc\SENIOR~1.EC6
Description : Longitudinal
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50L+1.60S 4.440 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
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General Footing ENERCALC, INC. 1983-2014, Build:6.14.11.18, Ver:6.14.11.18
Licensed User : SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY, CIVIL ENGINEERINGLic. # : KW-06090157 - Educational Version
File = E:\SENIOR~1\Enercalc\SENIOR~1.EC6
Description : Longitudinal
Flexure Axis & Load Combination in^2 in^2 in^2 k-ft
As Req'd
Footing Flexure
Tension @
k-ft
Which Actual As StatusMu
Side ? Bot or Top ?
Gvrn. As Phi*Mn
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50L+1.60S 4.440 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60S+0.80W 4.440 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+1.60S+0.80W 4.440 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+1.60W 4.440 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+1.60W 4.440 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+1.60W 4.440 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+1.60W 4.440 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E 4.440 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E 4.440 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +0.90D+1.60W+1.60H 3.330 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +0.90D+1.60W+1.60H 3.330 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +0.90D+E+1.60H 3.330 -X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
Z-Z, +0.90D+E+1.60H 3.330 +X Bottom 0.5184 Min Temp % 0.620 56.894  OK
One Way Shear
Vu @ +XLoad Combination... Vu @ -X Vu @ -Z Vu @ +Z Vu:Max Vu / Phi*VnPhi Vn Status
+1.40D 4.796 4.796 0 0 4.796 82.158 0.05838psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H 4.111 4.111 0 0 4.111 82.158 0.05004psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H 4.111 4.111 0 0 4.111 82.158 0.05004psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L 4.111 4.111 0 0 4.111 82.158 0.05004psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.80W 4.111 4.111 0 0 4.111 82.158 0.05004psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+1.20D+0.50L+1.60S 4.111 4.111 0 0 4.111 82.158 0.05004psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+1.20D+1.60S+0.80W 4.111 4.111 0 0 4.111 82.158 0.05004psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+1.60W 4.111 4.111 0 0 4.111 82.158 0.05004psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+1.60W 4.111 4.111 0 0 4.111 82.158 0.05004psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E 4.111 4.111 0 0 4.111 82.158 0.05004psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+0.90D+1.60W+1.60H 3.083 3.083 0 0 3.083 82.158 0.03753psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
+0.90D+E+1.60H 3.083 3.083 0 0 3.083 82.158 0.03753psipsipsipsipsipsi  OK
Vu / Phi*Vn
Punching Shear All units k
StatusVu Phi*VnLoad Combination...
+1.40D 5.429 164.317 0.03304  OKpsipsi
+1.20D+0.50Lr+1.60L+1.60H 4.654 164.317 0.02832  OKpsipsi
+1.20D+1.60L+0.50S+1.60H 4.654 164.317 0.02832  OKpsipsi
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.50L 4.654 164.317 0.02832  OKpsipsi
+1.20D+1.60Lr+0.80W 4.654 164.317 0.02832  OKpsipsi
+1.20D+0.50L+1.60S 4.654 164.317 0.02832  OKpsipsi
+1.20D+1.60S+0.80W 4.654 164.317 0.02832  OKpsipsi
+1.20D+0.50Lr+0.50L+1.60W 4.654 164.317 0.02832  OKpsipsi
+1.20D+0.50L+0.50S+1.60W 4.654 164.317 0.02832  OKpsipsi
+1.20D+0.50L+0.20S+E 4.685 164.317 0.02851  OKpsipsi
+0.90D+1.60W+1.60H 3.49 164.317 0.02124  OKpsipsi
+0.90D+E+1.60H 3.661 164.317 0.02228  OKpsipsi
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The graphic information and details contained in these plans is schematic in nature. The plans, elevations and sections have been developed automatically in a way that demonstrates your current input in a relative and proportional manner. The details included in these plans have been
selected to represent commonly built construction assemblies. These are not Engineering drawings, and as such, the details may vary in the final design for your project depending on many variables that are selected in your final scope of work and specifications.
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Santa Clara, California
The design and information shown on this drawing is provided
as a service to the project owner, engineer and contractor by
Contech Engineered Solutions LLC ("Contech").  Neither this
drawing, nor any part thereof, may be used, reproduced or
modified in any manner without the prior written consent of
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www.contechES.com
BRIDGE SUMMARY
Connector Pedestrian Bridge 12' Span x 8' Width
Deck Type: Concrete
Bridge Finish: Painted Clay Tan
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ID Activity Quantity unit Daily Duration Material WTC Material Crew Labor Labor Labor Equip.  C Equip. Total Means Item Page
Output days $/Unit  Cost $/Unit FC Cost $/Unit Cost Cost
1 Steel column fabrication
and installation 50 L.F. 984 0.0508 58 1.082 3,136$     E-2 2.94 1.398 205$      1.54 1.075 83$       3,425$       051223177350 129
2 Steel beam
fabrication and installation 18 L.F. 990 0.0182 38 1.082 740$        E-2 2.93 1.398 74$        1.53 1.075 30$       843$          051223751900 132
3 Anchor bolt fabrication  
and installation 16 Each 132 0.1212 1.33 1.088 23$          1 Carp 2.85 1.615 74$        0 1.242 -$      97$            050523050030 N/A
4 Concrete deck placement
and pouring 108 S.F. 2585 0.0418 2.09 1.299 293$        C-8 0.91 1.615 159$      0.28 1.242 38$       489$          033053403200 76
5 Concrete footings
and foundations 66.5 C.Y. 75 0.8867 185 1.082 13,305$   C-14C 67.5 1.398 6,273$   0.42 1.075 30$       19,608$     033053403850 76
6 Foundation rebar
and reinforcement 1 Ton 210 0.0048 970 1.037 1,006$     4 Rodm 800 1.489 1,191$   0 1.145 -$      2,197$       032111600500 71
7 Backfilling
79.8 L.C.Y. 14 5.7000 0 1.481 -$        1 Clab 21.5 1.305 2,239$   0 1.004 -$      2,239$       312323130015 616
8 Footings formwork
install and removal 84 SFCA 485 0.1732 2.22 1.510 282$        C-1 2.94 1.305 322$      0 1.004 -$      604$          031113450150 55
9 Footings excavation
install and removal 79.8 L.C.Y. 400 0.1995 0 1.199 -$        B-10R 1.39 1.947 216$      0.75 1.498 90$       306$          312316133020 607
10 Painting of Lab
73 S.F. 1150 0.0635 0.06 1.118 5$            1 Pord 0.37 1.871 51$        0.00 1.439 -$      55$            099123720200 N/A
11 Drywall demolition of Lab  
73 S.F. 1000 0.0730 0 1.050 -$        1 Clab 0.3 1.827 40$        0 1.405 -$      40$            090505301000 N/A
12 Drywall studs and gypsum
board of Lab 73 S.F. 2000 0.0365 0.33 1.139 27$          2 Carp 0.38 2.028 56$        0 1.560 -$      84$            092910302000 329
13 Drywall plastering of Lab
8.11 S.Y. 105 0.0772 3.61 1.139 33$          J-1 15.6 2.028 257$      1.34 1.560 17$       307$          092320100300 327
14 Drywall lath of Lab  
8.11 S.Y. 85 0.0954 3.06 1.097 27$          1 Lath 4.05 1.811 59$        0 1.393 -$      87$            092236130020 325
15 Drywall moisture barrier of
Lab 73 S.F. 580 0.1259 1.55 1.097 124$        2 Rofc 1.11 1.811 147$      1.393 -$      271$          071353100300 225
16 Painting of Main EC
17.34 S.F. 1150 0.0151 0.06 1.118 1$            1 Pord 0.37 1.871 12$        0.00 1.439 -$      13$            099123720200 N/A
17 Drywall demolition of Main EC
17.34 S.F. 1000 0.0173 0 1.050 -$        1 Clab 0.3 1.827 10$        0 1.405 -$      10$            090505301000 N/A
18 Drywall studs and gypsum
board of Main EC 17.34 S.F. 2000 0.0087 0.33 1.139 7$            2 Carp 0.38 2.028 13$        0 1.560 -$      20$            092910302000 329
19 Drywall plastering of Main EC
1.92665 S.Y. 105 0.0183 3.61 1.139 8$            J-1 15.6 2.028 61$        1.34 1.560 4$         73$            092320100300 327
20 Drywall lath of Main EC
1.92665 S.Y. 85 0.0227 3.06 1.097 6$            1 Lath 4.05 1.811 14$        0 1.393 -$      21$            092236130020 325
21 Drywall moisture barrier
of Main EC 17.34 S.F. 580 0.0299 1.55 1.097 29$          2 Rofc 1.11 1.811 35$        0 1.393 -$      64$            071353100300 225
22 Doors, frames, and hardware
of Lab 1 Each 2 0.5000 1525 1.009 1,539$     2 Sswk 420 1.827 767$      0 1.405 -$      2,306$       081116100560 N/A
23 Mobilization
4 Each 4 1.0000 0 1.452 -$        1 Eqhv 103 1.305 538$      0.00 1.004 -$      538$          015436502000 23
24 Demobilization & cleanup
131
18.6 M.S.F. 11.5 1.6174 2.31 1.524 65$          A-5 59 1.305 1,432$   5.35 1.004 100$     1,598$       017413200100 25
25 Overall painting touch up
175.01 S.F. 1150 0.1522 0.06 1.118 12$          1 Pord 0.37 1.871 121$      0.00 1.439 -$      133$          099123720200 N/A
26 Relocation of utilities
1 CSF Flr 0 0.0000 4.91 1.481 7$            1 Elec 12.85 1.305 17$        0.00 1.004 -$      24$            015113800400 16
27 Hydraulic crane
1 Each 0 0.0000 3500 1.088 3,806$     E-2 0 1.291 -$       0.00 0.993 -$      3,806$       412223101500 687
28 Electrical luminaires
4 Each 3 1.3333 598 1.099 2,630$     1 Elec 2.667 2.027 22$        0 1.559 -$      2,652$       265633107200 N/A
29 Electrical ducts
74 L.F. 160 0.4625 14.25 1.121 1,183$     2 Elec 5.45 2.027 817$      0 1.559 -$      2,000$       260543200100 570
30 Electrical wiring
0.74 C.L.F. 13 0.0569 7.8 1.121 6$            1 Elec 33.5 2.027 50$        0.00 1.559 -$      57$            260519900020 564
31 Bridge supply
1 Each 1 1.0000 27100 1.088 29,471$   N/A 0 1.300 -$       0 1.000 -$      29,471$     N/A N/A
32 Bridge installation
1 Each 1 1.0000 0 1.088 -$        E-18 2105.6 1.300 2,737$   948.90 1.000 949$     3,686$       N/A N/A
33 Metal plates for gap covering
45 S.F. 0 0.0000 7.3 1.060 348$        N/A 2 1.398 126$      0.00 1.075 -$      474$          051223602100 131
34 Steel stairset
5 Riser 35 0.1429 650 1.060 3,446$     E-4 63.05 1.947 614$      0.00 1.498 -$      4,060$       055116501500 154
 
81,657$     
10.00%
89,822$     
4.00%
93,415$     
 
ADJUSTMENT
FACTORS
Mat. City Material Labor Inst. City Labor Equip.
Index WTC Overhead Index FC C
Steel column fabrication and 
installation 1.02 1.0875 0.975 1.082 1.300 1.075 1.398 1.075
Steel beam fabrication and 
installation 1.02 1.0875 0.975 1.082 1.300 1.075 1.398 1.075
Anchor bolt fabrication and 
installation 1 1.0875 0.975 1.088 1.300 1.075 1.615 1.242
Concrete deck placement and 
pouring 1.02 1.0875 1.171 1.299 1.300 1.242 1.615 1.242
Waste Tax
DIRECT COST
OVERHEAD
TOTAL COST
MARKUP
 CONTRACT 
PRICE 
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9025 Centre Pointe Drive
Suite 400
West Chester, Ohio 45069
(513) 645-7000
(800) 344-2102
Fax: (513) 645-7689
www.contech-cpi.com
5/8/2015
Tim Mort
Santa Clara University
408-348-4704
tmort@scu.edu
Subject: Bannan Pedestrian Bridge, Santa Clara, CA , (CONTECH Project #141856)
CONTECH will fabricate and deliver the following described Continental Pedestrian Bridge components and appurtenances:
DESCRIPTION OF SUPPLIED MATERIALS:
1 - 12 x 8 Continental Connector Bridge
3-Coat Paint Finish
6" Concrete Deck (Galv. Form Deck provided for purchaser's use to place reinforced concrete deck)
Design stresses in accordance with LRFD
Horizontal Safety Rails at 4" max to height of 54 inches
IPE (rub rail) rail provided
Uniform Live Load of 90 psf (LRFD)
Vehicular Live Load of 10000 lbs
Delivered in 1 section
ESTIMATE: $27,100 Delivered (F.O.B.)
Estimated Heaviest Crane Pick: 3,100 lbs
- Excavate and/or construction for the structure & foundations
- Provide and install anchor bolts
- Unload and set structure utilizing crane 
- Touch-Up paint work
- Third-party testing 
   - Materials and work for reinforced concrete deck slab
Respectfully,
Daniel Niederberger
916-990-7594
The following is a Continental Pedestrian Bridge System ENGINEER’S COST ESTIMATE for the subject project. This ESTIMATE 
is intended for preliminary estimating purposes only and should not be interpreted as a final QUOTATION. The information 
presented is based on the most current data made available to CONTECH.
These costs do not include the foundation, or installation costs.  As part of the construction process, the contractor is to perform 
the items listed below in accordance with the installation drawings:
Please contact me should you have any questions or need additional information. Thank you for your interest in the Continental 
Pedestrian Bridge System.
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1995 Laurelwood Rd Bid #   A15-1567
Santa Clara, CA 95054 Date: 1.29.15
408-955-1434 Estimator: Alex S.
   BID PROPOSAL
Attn.: Tim Mort
Company: Santa Clara University Job: Exterior Bridge for Engineering Department Bldgs.
Engineering Department Santa Clara University 
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA
Site Walk: 1.28.15
Painting of: Interior/exterior surfaces affected by new construction as per site walk with Tim Mort.
Lift to be provided to reach higher elevation,
Power wash exterior surfaces to be painted for proper adhesion, 
Mask and protect existing items and areas not to be painted or to remain (carpet, base, windows, landscape, etc.)
Prep, patch and repair interior walls due to minor damage,
Prime and paint new exterior walls and columns [4] to match existing color scheme,
Repaint existing exterior surfaces affected by new construction to nearest corner, break, joint or transition point,
Repaint interior walls due to new brige opening to nearest corner, break or transition point,
All paint to be LOW VOC emitting material of highest quality,
De-mask and replace all removed items from work area,
Clean entire surrounding and haul away garbage at end of day's work.
All work to be performed on regular business hours,
Furnish all labor, materials, and equipment
Base Bid: 2,385.00$        
Exclusions: applying stucco texture, existing interior and exterior surfaces not affected by new construction,
items and areas not in scope of work mentioned above and working on off-hours.
Total Amount approved: 
Approved by: Date:
Please contact us with any questions or if you require any additional information. 
Thank you, 
Alex Sofranac
All Bay Paint
408-658-2852
alexs@allbaypaint.com
Contractor's License #982437
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1.0 GENERAL 
 
1.1 Scope 
 
These specifications are for a fully engineered clear span bridge of steel construction and shall be regarded as minimum 
standards for design and construction.  These specifications are based on products designed and manufactured by 
CONTECH Construction Products Inc. 
 
1.2 Qualified Suppliers 
 
Each bidder is required to identify their intended bridge supplier as part of the bid submittal.  Qualified suppliers must 
have at least five (5) years experience fabricating these type structures. 
  
Pre-approved Manufacturers: 
CONTECH Construction Products Inc. 
9025 Centre Pointe Drive, Suite 400 
West Chester, OH 45069 
www.contech-cpi.com 
 
 
A manufacturer’s representative must be present at the project pre-bid meeting, if applicable, and at the project site 
during assembly and/or erection of the superstructure. 
 
Suppliers other than those listed above may be used provided the engineer or owner's agent evaluates the proposed 
supplier and approves the supplier five (5) business days prior to bid. 
 
The contractor must provide the following documentation, for any proposed supplier who is not pre-approved, at least ten 
(10) business days prior to bid: 
 
* Product Literature 
 
* All documentation to ensure the proposed substitution will be in compliance with these specifications.   These shall 
include: 
 
-  Representative design calculations 
-  Representative drawings 
-  Splicing and erection procedures 
-  Warranty information 
-  Inspection and Maintenance procedures 
-  AISC Shop Certification 
-  Welder Qualifications 
 
* Proposed suppliers must have at least five (5) years experience designing and fabricating these type structures and a 
minimum of five (5) successful bridge projects, of similar construction, each of which has been in service at least 
three (3) years.  List the location, bridge size, owner, and a contact for reference for each project.  
 
If the contractor proposes an alternate system that requires revisions of the proposed piers and/or abutments as 
shown on the bid drawings, then the revision shall be subject to approval by the Engineer of Record (EOR).  All 
costs for the revision and the EOR’s review shall be paid by the contractor at no cost to the EOR and/or Owner. 
 
The EOR will evaluate and verify the accuracy of the submittal prior to bid.  Should the EOR determine that the 
qualifying criteria have not been met, the contractor's proposed supplier shall be rejected.  The engineer's ruling shall 
be final.  
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2.0  GENERAL FEATURES OF DESIGN 
 
2.1 Span 
 
Bridge span shall be xxx'-xx" (straight line dimension) and shall be as measured from each end of the bridge structure. 
 
2.2 Width 
 
Bridge width shall be xx'-xx" and shall be as measured from the inside face of structural elements at deck level. 
 
2.3 Bridge System Type 
 
Bridge(s) shall be designed as a Continental INSERT MODEL NAME. 
 
2.3.1 Bridge(s) shall be designed utilizing an underhung floor beam (top of floor beam welded to the bottom of the bottom 
chord) or an H-Section configuration where the floor beams are placed up inside the trusses and attached to the truss 
verticals.  The bridge manufacturer shall determine the distance from the top of the deck to the top and bottom truss 
members based upon structural and/or shipping requirements. 
 
2.3.2 The top of the top chord shall not be less than 54 inches above the deck (measured from the high point of the riding 
surface) on bike path structures.  
 
2.4 Member Components 
 
All members of the vertical trusses (top and bottom chords, verticals, and diagonals) shall be fabricated from square 
and/or rectangular structural steel tubing.  Other structural members and bracing shall be fabricated from structural steel 
shapes or square and rectangular structural steel tubing. 
 
Unless the floor and fastenings are specifically designed to provide adequate lateral support to the top flange of open 
shape stringers (w-shapes or channels), a minimum of one stiffener shall be provided in each stringer at every floor beam 
location. 
 
2.5 Attachments 
 
2.5.1 Vertical Safety Rails 
 
Vertical safety rails or pickets shall be placed on the structure to a minimum height of x'-xx" above the deck surface. 
 The pickets shall be spaced so as to prevent a 4" sphere from passing through the truss.  Pickets may be placed on 
the inside or outside of the structure at the bridge fabricators option.  The top of the vertical pickets shall have a 
continuous cap angle or some other means to prevent bridge users from cutting or scraping their hands.     
 
The picket safety system shall be designed for an infill loading of 200 pounds, applied horizontally at right angles, to 
a one square foot area at any point in the system. 
 
              OR 
 
 2.5.1  Horizontal Safety Rails  
 
Horizontal safety rails shall be placed on the structure up to a minimum height of x′-xx″ above the deck surface.  
Safety rails shall be placed so as to prevent a 4″ sphere from passing through the truss.  Safety rails shall be placed 
on the inside or outside of the structure at the bridge fabricator's option.  Safety rails placed on the inside of the truss 
shall have their ends sealed and ground smooth so as to produce no sharp edges. 
 
The safety rail system shall be designed for an infill loading of 200 pounds, applied horizontally at right angles, to a 
one square foot area at any point in the system.  
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2.5.2  Toe Plate 
 
The bridge shall be supplied with a steel toe plate mounted to the inside face of both trusses.  The toe plate shall be a 
minimum of 4 inches high.  Toe plating will be welded to the truss members at a height adequate to provide a 2″ gap 
between the bottom of the plate and the top of the deck or the top of the bottom chord, whichever is higher.  The 
span of unstiffened flat toe plating (from center to center of supports) shall not exceed 5′-8″. 
 
 2.5.3  Rubrails 
 
  The bridge will be supplied with a 1"x 5-1/2" (actual size) naturally durable hardwood Ipe (Tabebuia Spp Lapacho 
Group) rubrail.  Rubrail shall be partially air dried to a moisture content of 15% to 20%, shall be supplied S4S 
(surfaced four sides), E4E (eased four edges), with the edges eased to a radius of 1/8″.  Measured at 30% moisture 
content, the width and thickness shall not vary from specified dimensions by more than ± 0.04 inches. Ends of each 
piece shall be sealed with “Anchorseal” Mobil CER-M or an equal aquious wax log sealer. 
 
 Rubrails shall be attached flush to the inside face of the bridge truss verticals and fastened with two carriage bolts at 
each support location.  The span of the rubrail from centerline to centerline of support shall not exceed 6′-6″. 
 
 The top of the rubrail shall be x′-xx″ above the top of the deck (measured at the outside edge of the deck). 
 
 2.6 Camber 
 
The bridge shall have a vertical camber dimension at midspan equal to 100% of the full dead load deflection plus 1% of 
the full length of the bridge. 
 
2.7 Elevation Difference 
 
The bridge abutments shall be constructed at the same elevation on both ends of the bridge. 
 
3.0.  ENGINEERING 
 
Structural design of the bridge structure(s) shall be performed by or under the direct supervision of a licensed professional 
engineer and done in accordance with recognized engineering practices and principles.  The engineer shall be licensed to 
practice in (specifier to insert appropriate state name here). 
 
 
3.1 Design Loads 
 
In considering design and fabrication issues, this structure shall be assumed to be statically loaded.  No dynamic analysis 
shall be required nor shall fabrication issues typically considered for dynamically loaded structures be considered for this 
bridge.   
 
3.1.1  Dead Load 
 
The bridge structure shall be designed considering its own dead load (superstructure and original decking) only.  No 
additional dead loading need be considered. 
 
3.1.2  Uniform Live Load 
 
3.1.2.1  Pedestrian Live Load 
 
Main Members:  Main supporting members, including girders, trusses and arches shall be designed for a 
pedestrian live load of 85 pounds per square foot of bridge walkway area.  The pedestrian live load shall be 
applied to those areas of the walkway so as to produce maximum stress in the member being designed.  If 
the bridge walkway area to which the pedestrian live load is applied (deck influence area) exceeds 400 
square feet, the pedestrian live load may be reduced by the following equation: 
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25.0[85
IA
w +=  
Where w is the design pedestrian load (psf) and AI is the deck influence area in square feet. 
 
The reduced design live load shall not be less than 65 pounds per square foot of bridge walkway area.  
 
Secondary Members:  Bridge decks and supporting floor systems, including secondary stringers, floor 
beams and their connections to main supporting members shall be designed for a live load of 85 pounds per 
square foot, with no reduction allowed. 
 
3.1.3  Concentrated Loads 
 
The bridge superstructure, floor system and decking shall be designed for each of the following point load 
conditions: 
 
3.1.3.1 A concentrated load of 1000 pounds placed on any area 2.5 ft x 2.5 ft square. 
 
3.1.3.2 A 1200 pound two wheel vehicle with a wheelbase and tire print area as shown in the         following diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.3.3 A xxxx pound four wheeled vehicle with the appropriate wheelbase, tire track and tire print area as shown in the 
following diagram:  (See Table I for the values corresponding to the selected vehicle.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vehicle Axle and Wheel 
Spacings 
Front Wheels Rear Wheels  
 
Weight 
 
WB 
 
T 
 
PF 
 
L 
 
W 
 
PR 
 
L 
 
W 
 
C
*
 
 
4,000# 
 
48" 
 
32" 
 
1,000# 
 
2.0" 
 
5.0" 
 
1,000# 
 
2.0" 
 
5.0" 
 
9" 
 
6,000# 
 
66" 
 
48" 
 
1,500# 
 
2.5" 
 
6.0" 
 
1,500# 
 
2.5" 
 
6.0" 
 
12" 
          
INSIDE OF TRUSS     
MEMBERS OR CURB     
 PR    PF 
REAR FRONT
L  
  WB
DIRECTION OF
BRIDGE SPAN
1.5"
600 LBS. 600 LBS.
60"
   4"
DIRECTION OF
BRIDGE SPAN
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8,000# 102" 60" 1,600# 3.0" 8.0" 2,400# 3.0" 8.0" 15" 
 
10,000# 
 
120" 
 
72" 
 
2,000# 
 
3.5" 
 
8.5" 
 
3,000# 
 
3.5" 
 
8.5" 
 
18" 
(
*
C is the minimum dimension from center of wheel to the inside face of truss or curb. ) 
 
TABLE I 
 
All of the concentrated or wheel loads shall be placed so as to produce the maximum stress in each member being 
analyzed.  Critical stresses need be calculated assuming there is only one vehicle on the bridge at any given time.  
Assumptions that vehicles only travel down the center of the bridge or that the vehicle load is a uniform line load 
will not be allowed. 
 
Each four wheeled vehicle load listed in Table I, up to and including the maximum weight vehicle selected, must be 
used in determining critical deck stresses.  The wheel distribution for deck design shall be as specified in Section 
4.3.1.  Stringers shall be designed for the applied wheel loads assuming no lateral load distribution to adjacent 
stringers.  
    
    A vehicle impact allowance is not required.  
 
3.1.4  Wind Load 
 
3.1.4.1 Horizontal Forces 
 
The bridge(s) shall be designed for a wind load of 25 pounds per square foot on the full vertical projected 
area of the bridge as if enclosed.  The wind load shall be applied horizontally at right angles to the 
longitudinal axis of the structure. 
 
The wind loading shall be considered both in the design of the lateral load bracing system and in the design 
of the truss vertical members, floor beams and their connections.   
 
3.1.4.2 Overturning Forces 
 
The effect of forces tending to overturn structures shall be calculated assuming that the wind direction is at 
right angles to the longitudinal axis of the structure.  In addition, an upward force shall be applied at the 
windward quarter point of the transverse superstructure width.  This force shall be 20 pounds per square 
foot of deck.   
 
 3.1.5  Snow Load 
 
The bridge shall be designed for xx psf snow load.  
 
 
3.1.6  Seismic Forces 
 
The bridge shall be designed for seismic forces based on the static force procedure as outlined in the 1997 Uniform 
Building Code.   Seismic loads shall be determined in accordance with Section 1630.  The following site specific 
conditions and framing conditions shall be used: 
 
*  Seismic Zone x 
*  Near source factor (Na) = x.x (See Section 1629.4.2) 
*  Soil Profile Type x  
*  Importance Factor (I) of 1.0 
*  The use of an ordinary braced steel frame; therefore,  
R = 5.6 (Bridge Superstructure) 
 R = 2.2 (Anchor Bolts)     
          Ωo= 2.2 
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It shall be the responsibility of the foundation engineer to determine the forces which are used for foundation design, 
verification of anchor bolt sizes, and for design of the anchor bolt embedments in the foundation.  Design forces 
shall be determined based on the site specific conditions, the foundation system used, and the bridge dead load. 
 
 
3.1.7  Top Chord/Railing Loads 
 
The top chord, truss verticals, and floor beams shall be designed for lateral wind loads (per section 3.1.4.1) and for 
any loads required to provide top chord stability as outlined in Section 3.3.6; however, in no case shall the load be 
less than 50 pounds per lineal foot or a 200 pound point load, whichever produces greater stresses, applied in any 
direction at any point along the top chord or at the top of the safety system (42" or 54" above deck level), if higher 
than the top chord. 
    
3.1.8  Stream Force Load 
 
The bridge shall be designed for a stream flow pressure acting on the bridge superstructure in accordance with the 
following formula: 
 
Pmax = 2[1.4(V)
2
] 
 
Where, 
 
V = xx fps (average velocity of water in feet per second) 
 
and 
 
Pmax = Maximum steam flow pressure in pounds per square foot, uniformly distributed on the portion of the 
cross sectional area of the bridge which is submerged. 
 
3.1.9  Load Combinations 
 
The loads listed herein shall be considered to act in the following combinations, whichever produce the most 
unfavorable effects on the bridge superstructure or structural member concerned.  
[DL=Dead Load; LL = Live Load; WL = Wind Load; VEH = Vehicle Load]    
 
DL + LL 
DL + VEH 
DL+WL  
DL+LL+WL 
DL+VEH+.3WL 
       
      NOTE: Allowable stresses may be increased 1/3 above the values otherwise provided when produced by 
wind loading, acting alone or in combination with the design dead and live loads. 
 
It shall be the responsibility of the foundation engineer to determine any additional loads (i.e. earth pressure, stream 
force on abutments, wind loads other than those applied perpendicular to the long axis of the bridge, etc.) and load 
combinations required for design of the abutments. 
 
3.2  Design Limitations 
 
3.2.1  Deflection 
 
3.2.1.1  Vertical Deflection 
 
The vertical deflection of the main trusses due to service pedestrian live load shall not exceed 1/400 of the 
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span. 
 
The vertical deflection of cantilever spans of the structure due to service pedestrian live load shall not 
exceed 1/300 of the cantilever arm length. 
 
The deflection of the floor system members (floor beams and stringers) due to service pedestrian live load 
shall not exceed 1/360 of their respective spans.  
 
The service pedestrian live load shall be 85 PSF, reduced in accordance with Section 3.1.2.1, but should in 
no case be less than 65 PSF for deflection checks. 
 
Deflection limits due to occasional vehicular traffic shall not be considered.  
 
3.2.1.2  Horizontal Deflection 
 
The horizontal deflection of the structure due to lateral wind loads shall not exceed 1/500 of the span under 
an 85 MPH (25 PSF) wind load. 
 
3.2.2  Minimum Thickness of Metal 
 
The minimum thickness of all structural steel members shall be 3/16" nominal and be in accordance with the AISC 
Manual of Steel Constructions' "Standard Mill Practice Guidelines".  For ASTM A500 and ASTM A847 tubing, the 
section properties used for design shall be per the Steel Tube Institute of North America's Hollow Structural Sections 
"Dimensions and Section Properties".  
 
3.3  Governing Design Codes / References 
 
Structural members shall be designed in accordance with recognized engineering practices and principles as follows: 
 
3.3.1  Structural Steel Allowable Stresses 
 
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). 
 
Structural steel design shall be in accordance with those sections of the "Manual of Steel Construction: Allowable 
Stress Design" related to design requirements and allowable stresses.  
 
3.3.2  Welded Tubular Connections   
 
American National Standards Institute / American Welding Society (ANSI/AWS) and the 
Canadian Institute of Steel Construction (CISC). 
 
All welded tubular connections shall be checked, when within applicable limits, for the limiting failure modes 
outlined in the ANSI/AWS D1.1 Structural Welding Code or in accordance with the "Design Guide for Hollow 
Structural Section Connections" as published by the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction (CISC). 
 
When outside the “validity range” defined in these design guidelines, the following limit states 
or failure modes must be checked: 
     
* Chord face plastification 
* Punching shear (through main member face) 
* Material failure 
-  Tension failure of the web member 
-   Local buckling of a compression web member 
* Weld failure  
  -   Allowable stress based on “effective lengths” 
  -   “Ultimate” capacity 
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* Local buckling of a main member face 
* Main member failure: 
      -   Web or sidewall yielding 
-   Web or sidewall crippling 
-   Web or sidewall buckling 
-   Overall shear failure  
 
All tubular joints shall be plain unstiffened joints (made without the use of reinforcing plates) except as follows: 
 
* Floor beams hung beneath the lower chord of the structure may be constructed with or without stiffener (or 
gusset) plates, as required by design. 
 
* Floor beams which frame directly into the truss verticals (H-Section bridges) may be designed with or without 
end stiffening plates as required by design. 
 
* Where chords, end floor beams and in high profiles the top end struts weld to the end verticals, the end verticals 
(or connections) may require stiffening to transfer the forces from these members into the end vertical. 
 
* Truss vertical to chord connections. 
 
NOTE:  The effects of fabrication tolerances shall be accounted for in the design of the structure.  Special attention 
shall be given to the actual fit-up gap at welded truss joints.  
 
3.3.3  Bolted Splices 
 
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) and the Research Council on Structural  
Connections of the Engineering Foundation (RCSC).   
 
Bolted splice design shall be in accordance with Section J3 of the “Manual of Steel Construction:  Allowable Stress 
Design”.  Splices shall be designed for the actual load in the member but in no case for less than 50% of the effective 
strength of the member.  
 
Bolted field splices shall be located on the bridge so as to produce a structure which can be economically shipped 
and erected.  Splices along the length of the bridge (in chords and diagonals) shall be placed at the approximate mid 
point of a bay (between two panel points).  Splices across the width of the bridge (in floor beams and wind braces) 
may be used, when necessary, to keep the overall structure width within reasonable limits for shipping. 
 
 
3.3.4  Wood 
 
American Institute of Timber Construction (AITC), the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory, 
and the American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA). 
 
Sawn lumber shall be designed in accordance with the ANSI/AF&PA NDS, “National Design Standard for Wood 
Construction”, as published by the American Forest & Paper Association or  
the “Timber Construction Manual” as published by the American Institute of Timber Construction (AITC).  Design 
properties for naturally durable hardwoods shall be in accordance with “Tropical Timbers of the World”, as 
published by the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory. 
  
OR 
 
3.3.4  Concrete 
  
American Concrete Institute (ACI) 
 
Reinforced concrete shall be designed in accordance with the “Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete” 
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(ACI 318). 
 
3.3.5  Top Chord Stability 
 
Structural Stability Research Council (SSRC), formerly Column Research Council.   
 
The top chord shall be considered as a column with elastic lateral supports at the panel points.  The critical buckling 
force of the column, so determined, shall exceed the maximum force from dead load and live load (uniform or 
vehicular) in any panel of  the top chord by not less than 50 percent for parallel chord truss bridges or 100 percent 
for bowstring bridges.  The design approach to prevent top chord buckling shall be as outlined by E.C. Holt's 
research work in conjunction with the Column Research Council on the stability of the top chord of a half-through 
truss.  See Appendix A for the calculation of the spring constant C and the determination of an appropriate K factor 
for out-of-plane buckling.  
   
In addition, for the dead load plus vehicle load combination, the spring constant “C” furnished by the transverse “U-
Frames” shall not be less than “C” required as defined by: 
 
    
L
P
requiredC c
46.1
=  
 
where Pc is the maximum top chord compression due to dead load plus the vehicle load times the appropriate safety 
factor (1.5 for parallel chord truss bridges or 2.0 for bowstring bridges) and L is the length in inches of one truss 
panel or bay. 
 
For uniformly loaded bridges, the vertical truss members, the floor beams and their connections (transverse frames) 
shall be proportioned to resist a lateral force of not less than 1/100k times the top chord compressive load, but not 
less than .004 times that top chord load, applied at the top chord panel points of each truss.   The top chord load is 
determined by using the larger top chord axial force in the members on either side of the "U-frame" being analyzed.  
For end frames, the same concept applies except the transverse force is 1% of the axial load in the end post member. 
 
For bridges with vehicle loads, the lateral force applied at the top chord elevation for design of the transverse frames 
shall not be less than 1% of the top chord compression due to dead load plus any vehicle loading. 
 
The bending forces in the transverse frames, as determined above, act in conjunction with all forces produced by the 
actual bridge loads as determined by an appropriate analysis which assumes that the floor beams are “fixed” to the 
trusses at each end.  
   
NOTE:  The effects of three dimensional loading (including “U-frame” requirements) shall be considered in the 
design of the structure.  The “U-frame” forces shall be added to the forces derived from a three dimensional analysis 
of the bridge.  
 
 
 
 
4.0  MATERIALS 
 
4.1  Steel Finish 
 
4.1.1  Unpainted Weathering Steel 
 
Bridges which are not to be painted shall be fabricated from high strength, low alloy, atmospheric corrosion resistant 
ASTM A847 cold-formed welded square and rectangular tubing and/or ASTM A588, or ASTM A242, ASTM A606 
plate and structural steel shapes (Fy = 50,000 psi).  The minimum corrosion index of atmospheric corrosion resistant 
steel, as determined in accordance with ASTM G101, shall be 6.0. 
OR 
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4.1.1  Painted Steel  
 
All Blast Cleaning shall be done in a dedicated OSHA approved indoor facility owned and operated by the bridge 
fabricator.  Blast operations shall use Best Management Practices and exercise environmentally friendly blast media 
recovery systems. 
 
Bridges which are to be painted shall be fabricated using ASTM A500 grade C cold-formed welded square and 
rectangular tubing (Fy = 50,000 psi) and/or high strength, low allow, atmospheric corrosion resistant ASTM A847 
cold-formed welded square and rectangular tubing (Fy = 50,000 psi) and/or ASTM A588, ASTM A242, ASTM 
A572, ASTM A 606  (Fy = 50,000 psi) and/or ASTM A36 (Fy = 36,000 psi) plate and structural steel shapes.  
Splice plates, if required, shall be ASTM A588.  All painted bridges shall be painted in a dedicated indoor OSHA 
approved paint facility that is owned and operated by the bridge fabricator. 
The fabricator must hold a “Sophisticated Paint Endorsement” as set forth by AISC. 
 
4.2 Bolts 
 
Field splices shall be fully bolted with ASTM A325 type 3 high strength bolts in accordance with the “Specifications for 
Structural Joints Using ASTM A325 or A490 Bolts”.   
 
4.3  Decking  
 
 
4.3.1  Concrete Deck 
 
The bridge shall be furnished with a stay-in-place galvanized steel form deck suitable for pouring a reinforced 
concrete slab.  The form deck shall be designed to carry the dead load of the wet concrete, weight of the form 
decking, plus a construction load of 20 PSF uniform load or a 150 pound concentrated load on a 1′-0″ wide section 
of deck. When edge supports are used, deflection is limited to 1/180 of the span or 3/4″, whichever is less.  Without 
edge supports, deflection shall be limited to 1/180 of the span or 3/8″, whichever is less.   
 
The form deck shall be either smooth or composite.  Composite decking shall not be used as reinforcing when 
designing for vehicular wheel loads.  The form deck material shall be supplied in accordance with ASTM A653 and 
galvanized to a minimum G90 coating weight. 
The deck slab shall be constructed using concrete with a minimum 28-day strength ( cf ′ ) of  
(specifer to indicate concrete strength here) PSI.  Use (specifier to choose one of the following and insert here). 
 
□ Normal weight concrete (145 PCF) 
□ Lightweight concrete (120 PCF) 
   
Concrete deck design shall be performed by the bridge manufacturer.  Concrete decks shall be designed for 
concentrated loads as specified in Section 3.1.3.  The wheel loads used for deck design shall be distributed per the 
Structural Engineering Handbook, 4
th
 Ed., by Gaylord, Gaylord and Stallmeyer.  The load distribution width is equal 
to the tire width plus 0.6 times the slab span but in no case will it be greater than the smallest of the following values: 
 
1. 1/2 the deck width, 
2. 75% of the wheel track spacing, or 
3. 4′ + 0.06S, per AASHTO, where S = slab span in feet 
 
       OR 
 
4.3.1  Hardwood Decking 
 
 4.3.1.1. Wood decking shall be naturally durable hardwood Ipe (Tabebuia Spp Lapacho Group).  All planks shall be 
partially air dried to a moisture content of 15% to 20%, and shall be supplied S4S (surfaced four sides), 
E4E (eased four edges), with the edges eased to a radius of 1/8”.  Measured at 30% moisture content, the 
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width and thickness shall not vary from specified dimensions by more than ± 0.04 inches.  All planks shall 
be supplied with the end sealed with “Anchorseal” Mobil CER-M or an equal aquious wax log sealer. 
 
All planks shall be graded as FEQ-CAH (First Export Quality -Clear All Heart) grading rules, defined as 
follows: 
 
* Lumber shall be graded both faces and both edges. 
* Lumber shall be straight grained, maximum slope of grain to be 1:10. 
* Lumber shall be parallel cut without heart centers or sap wood. 
* Lumber shall be in sound condition, free from worm holes or knots.  
* Allowable Imperfections are:  
All faces:  Natural drying checks, Discoloration caused by weathering or chemical reaction, Bow 
or Spring which can be removed using normal installation methods and tools. 
* Imperfections Not Allowed:  
Longitudinal heart cracks, Internal cracks, Firm or Soft sap wood, Splits, End splits, Ring shades, 
Fungi affects (blue to gray, brown to red, white to yellow, or incipient decay), Deformation 
(twisting or cupping) which cannot be removed using normal installation methods and tools. 
  
All planks shall meet or exceed the following mechanical properties (based on the 2” standard) as defined 
by the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory publications and testing data: 
 
MC%        Modulus of Rupture        Modulus of Elasticity        Max. Crush Strength  
   12%  22,360 psi  3,140,000 psi       13,010 psi 
 
Janka side hardness is 3680 lbs. at 12% moisture content 
    Average air-dry density is 66 to 75 pcf. 
    Basic specific gravity is 0.85 - 0.97. 
 
All planks shall be naturally fire resistant without the use of any fire resistant preservatives to meet NFPA 
Class A and UBC Class I. 
 
 Planks shall be supplied that meet or exceed the Static Coefficient of Friction for both Neolite and leather 
shoes in accordance with ASTM Test Method C1028-89. 
 
 
 
        FORCE IN POUNDS 
    SHOE MATERIAL   DRY  WET 
           Neolite     0.73   0.69 
             Leather     0.55   0.79 
 
 For transverse wood decking, wheel loads shall be assumed to act on one plank only.  The wheel loads 
shown in Section 3.1.3 shall be distributed on the plank along a length equal to the tire print width (W).  
The plank shall be designed for shear and bending in accordance with the support conditions and spacing.  
For design, the following unfactored allowable values shall be used: 
  
   Allowable Bending = 3700 psi 
    Allowable Shear  =     320 psi 
    Modulus of Elasticity =    3,000,000 psi 
 
4.3.1.2 Wood Decking Attachment 
 
  * At time of installation, planks are to be placed tight together with no gaps. 
 
  * Every plank must be attached with at least one fastener at each end. 
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  * All fasteners to be zinc plated.  Self-tapping screws or hex-head bolts, with a steel plank 
holddown, are to be used at the ends of planks.  Self-tapping screws or carriage bolts are to be used 
as interior connection fasteners when required.  Power actuated fasteners will not be allowed. 
 
* Planks are to be drilled prior to installation of bolts and/or screws. 
 
  * In addition to at least one fastener at each end of every plank (typical for all installations), planks 
for bridges with widths of 72” to 143” shall be attached with a minimum of two fasteners at a 
location approximately near the center of the bridge width.  Bridges wider than 143” are to have 
two fasteners located at a minimum of two interior stringer locations, approximately at the third 
points of the bridge width. 
 
NOTE:  Attachments at the ends of the planks may be modified as required when obstructions, such as 
interior safety system elements, prevent installation of the specified hold-down system.  
 
              OR 
 
4.3.1  Treated Fir Decking 
 
  4.3.1.1 Wood decking shall be Select Structural Fir planks (Minimum Fb=1,450 psi).  Decking to be treated to 
AWPA standards.  Preservative utilized shall be Alkaline Copper Quaternary (ACQ).  Decking shall be 
treated to a total absorption of 0.40 pounds per cubic foot of wood or to refusal. 
  
  4.3.1.2  Wood Decking Attachment 
 
  *  At time of installation, planks are to be placed tight together with no gaps. 
 
 *     Every plank must be attached with at least one fastener at each end. 
 
 * All fasteners to be zinc plated.  Self-tapping screws or hex-head bolts, with a steel plank hold-
down, are to be used at the ends of planks.  Self-tapping screws or carriage bolts are to be used as 
interior connection fasteners when required.  Power actuated fasteners will not be allowed. 
 
*  Planks are to be drilled prior to installation of bolts and/or screws.  
 
 * In addition to at least one fastener at each end of every plank (typical for all installations), planks 
for bridges with widths of  72″ to 143″ shall be attached with a minimum of two fasteners at a 
location approximately near the center of the bridge width.  Bridges wider than 143″ are to have 
two fasteners located at a minimum of two interior stringer locations, approximately at the third 
points of the bridge width. 
 
 NOTE:  Attachments at the ends of the planks may be modified as required when obstructions, such as 
interior safety system elements, prevent installation of the specified hold-down system.  
 
5.0  WELDING 
 
5.1  Welding  
 
Welding and weld procedure qualification tests shall conform to the provisions of ANSI/AWS D1.1 “Structural Welding 
Code”, 1996 Edition.  Filler metal shall be in accordance with the applicable AWS Filler Metal Specification (i.e. AWS 
A 5.28 for the GMAW Process).  For exposed, bare, unpainted applications of corrosion resistant steels (i.e. ASTM 
A588 and A847), the filler metal shall be in accordance with AWS D1.1, Section 3.7.3. 
 
 5.2  Welders 
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Welders shall be properly accredited operators, each of whom shall submit certification of satisfactorily passing AWS 
standard qualification tests for all positions with unlimited thickness of base metal, have a minimum of 6 months 
experience in welding tubular structures and have demonstrated the ability to make uniform sound welds of the type 
required.  
 
6.0  SUBMITTALS 
 
6.1  Submittal Drawings 
 
Schematic drawings and diagrams shall be submitted to the customer for their review after receipt of order.  Submittal 
drawings shall be unique drawings, prepared to illustrate the specific portion of the work to be done.  All relative design 
information such as member sizes, bridge reactions, and general notes shall be clearly specified on the drawings.  
Drawings shall have cross referenced details and sheet numbers.  All drawings shall be signed and sealed by a 
Professional Engineer who is licensed in accordance with Section 3.0.  
 
6.2  Structural Calculations  
 
Structural calculations for the bridge superstructure shall be submitted by the bridge manufacturer and reviewed by the 
approving engineer. All calculations shall be signed and sealed by a Professional Engineer who is licensed in accordance 
with Section 3.0.  The calculations shall include all design information necessary to determine the structural adequacy of 
the bridge.  The calculations shall include the following: 
 
* All AISC allowable stress checks for axial, bending and shear forces in the critical member of each truss member 
type (i.e. top chord, bottom chord, floor beam, vertical, etc.). 
 
* Checks for the critical connection failure modes for each truss member type (i.e. vertical, diagonal, floor beam, etc.). 
 Special attention shall be given to all welded tube on tube connections (see section 3.3.2 for design check 
requirements). 
 
* All bolted splice connections. 
 
* Main truss deflection checks.  
 
* U-Frame stiffness checks (used to determine K factors for out-of-plane buckling of the top chord) for all half through 
or "pony" truss bridges. 
 
* Deck design. 
 
NOTE:  The analysis and design of triangulated truss bridges shall account for moments induced in members due to joint 
fixity where applicable.  Moments due to both truss deflection and joint eccentricity must be considered.  
 
 6.3   Welder certifications in compliance with AWS standard qualification tests. 
 
      6.4   Welding procedures in compliance with Section 5.1. 
 
7.0  FABRICATION  
 
7.1  General Requirements 
 
  7.1.1  Drain Holes 
 
When the collection of water inside a structural tube is a possibility, either during construction or during service, the 
tube shall be provided with a drain hole at its lowest point to let water out.  
  
7.1.2  Welds 
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Special attention shall be given to developing sufficient weld throats on tubular members.  Fillet weld details shall be 
in accordance with AWS D1.1, Section 3.9 (See AWS Figure 3.2).  Unless determined otherwise by testing, the loss 
factor “Z” for heel welds shall be in accordance with AWS Table 2.8.  Fillet welds which run onto the radius of a 
tube shall be built up to obtain the full throat thickness (See Figure 7.1).  The maximum root openings of fillet welds 
shall not exceed 3/16” in conformance with AWS  D1.1, Section 5.22.  Weld size or effective throat dimensions 
shall be increased in accordance with this same section when applicable (i.e. fit-up gaps> 1/16”). 
 
 
 
The fabricator shall have verified that the throat thickness of partial joint penetration groove welds (primarily 
matched edge welds or the flare-bevel-groove welds on underhung floor beams) shall be obtainable with their fit-up 
and weld procedures.   Matched edge welds shall be “flushed” out when required to obtain the full throat or branch 
member wall thickness. 
 
For full penetration butt welds of tubular members, the backing material shall be fabricated prior to installation in the 
tube so as to be continuous around the full tube perimeter, including corners.  Backing may be of four types: 
 
* A “box” welded up from four (4) plates. 
 
* Two “channel” sections, bent to fit the inside radius of the tube, welded together with full penetration 
welds. 
 
* A smaller tube section which slides inside the spliced tube. 
 
* A solid plate cut to fit the inside radius of the tube. 
 
Corners of the “box” backing, made from four plates, shall be welded and ground to match the inside corner radii of 
the chords.  The solid plate option shall require a weep hole either in the chord wall above the “high side” of the 
plate or in the plate itself.  In all types of backing, the minimum fit-up tolerances for backing must be maintained at 
the corners of the tubes as well as across the “flats”. 
 
7.2  Quality Certification 
 
Bridge(s) shall be fabricated by a fabricator who is currently certified by the American Institute of Steel Construction to 
have the personnel, organization, experience, capability, and commitment to produce fabricated structural steel for the 
RADIUS OF TUBE TO 
BE BUILT UP IN ORDER 
TO OBTAIN FULL WELD 
THROAT THICKNESS 
FIGURE 7.1 
BUILD UP RADIUS WELD 
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category “Major Steel Bridges” as set forth in the AISC Certification Program with Fracture Critical Endorsement.  
Quality control shall be in accordance with procedures outlined for AISC certification.   
 
For painted structures, the fabricator must hold a "Sophisticated Paint Endorsement - Enclosed" as set forth in the 
AISC certification program.  Furthermore, the bridge(s) shall be fabricated in a facility owned and/or leased by the 
corporate owner of the manufacturer, and fully dedicated to bridge manufacturing.   
 
8.0  FINISHING 
 
8.1 Blast Cleaning 
 
8.1.1 Bare applications of enhanced corrosion resistant steels. 
 
All Blast Cleaning shall be done in a dedicated OSHA approved indoor facility owned and operated by the bridge 
fabricator.  Blast operations shall use Best Management Practices and exercise environmentally friendly blast media 
recovery systems. 
 
To aid in providing a uniformly “weathered” appearance, all exposed surfaces of steel shall be blast cleaned in 
accordance with Steel Structures Painting Council Surface Preparation Specifications No. 7 Brush-Off Blast 
Cleaning, SSPC-SP7 latest edition.  
 
Exposed surfaces of steel shall be defined as those surfaces seen from the deck and from outside of the structure.  
Stringers, floor beams, lower brace diagonals and the inside face of the truss below deck and bottom face of the 
bottom chord shall not be blasted.  
 
9.0  DELIVERY AND ERECTION 
 
Delivery is made to a location nearest the site which is easily accessible to normal over-the-road tractor/trailer equipment.  All 
trucks delivering bridge materials will need to be unloaded at the time of arrival. 
 
The manufacturer will provide detailed, written instruction in the proper lifting procedures and splicing procedures (if 
required).  The method and sequence of erection shall be the responsibility of others. 
 
The bridge manufacturer shall provide written inspection and maintenance procedures to be followed by the bridge owner. 
 
10.0  BEARINGS 
 
10.1  Bearing Devices 
 
Bridge bearings shall consist of a steel setting or slide plate placed on the abutment or grout pad. The bridge bearing 
plate which is welded to the bridge structure shall bear on this setting plate.  One end of the bridge will be fixed by fully 
tightening the nuts on the anchor bolts at that end.  The opposite end will have finger tight only nuts to allow movement 
under thermal expansion or contraction. 
 
The bridge bearings shall sit in a recessed pocket on the concrete abutment.  Minimum 28-day strength for the abutment 
concrete shall be 3,000 PSI.  The bearing seat shall be a minimum of 16" wide.  The step height (from bottom of bearing 
to top-of-deck) shall be determined by the bridge manufacturer. 
 
Bridges in excess of 100 feet in length or bridges with dead load reactions of 15,000 pounds or more (at each bearing 
location) shall have teflon on teflon or stainless steel on teflon slide bearings placed between the bridge bearing plate and 
the setting plate.  The top slide plate shall be large enough to cover the lower teflon slide surface at both temperature 
extremes.  
 
11.0  FOUNDATIONS 
 
Unless specified otherwise, the bridge manufacturer shall determine the number, diameter, minimum grade and finish of all 
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anchor bolts.  The anchor bolts shall be designed to resist all horizontal and uplift forces to be transferred by the 
superstructure to the supporting foundations.  Engineering design of the bridge supporting foundations (abutment, pier, 
bracket and/or footings), including design of anchor bolt embedments, shall be the responsibility of the foundation engineer.  
The contractor shall provide all materials for (including anchor bolts) and construction of the bridge supporting foundations.  
The contractor shall install the anchor bolts in accordance with the manufacturer's anchor bolt spacing dimensions.    
 
Information as to bridge support reactions and anchor bolt locations will be furnished by the bridge manufacturer after receipt 
of order and after the bridge design is complete. 
 
12.0  PAYMENT 
 
A partial payment or "deposit" for the prefabricated bridge shall be made upon order and storage as required by the terms of 
the manufacturer. 
 
13.0  WARRANTY 
 
The bridge manufacturer shall warrant that it can convey good title to the goods, that they are free of liens and encumbrances and that 
their steel structure(s) are free of design, material and workmanship defects for a period of ten years from the date of delivery. Durable 
hardwood decking and hardwood attachments shall carry a ten-year warranty against rot, termite damage or fungal decay. Other types 
of wood and decking material such as Southern Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir and composites carry no warranty. There are no warranties, 
expressed or implied with respect to structures sold hereunder which are used, supplied for use or made available for use in any nuclear 
application of which bridge manufacturer has not been notified in writing at the time of order of the structure(s).  
 
This warranty shall not cover defects in the bridge caused by abuse, misuse, overloading, accident, improper installation, maintenance, 
alteration or any other cause not expressly warranted.  This warranty does not cover damage resulting from or relating to the use of any 
kind of de-icing material.  This warranty shall be void unless owner's records are supplied which show compliance with the minimum 
guidelines specified in the “Recommendations for the Inspection and Maintenance of CONTINENTAL Pedestrian Steel Structures and 
STEADFAST Vehicular Steel Structures,” attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. 
 
Repair, replacement or adjustment, at the sole discretion of the bridge manufacturer, shall be the exclusive remedy for defects under 
this warranty.  Under no circumstances shall the bridge manufacturer be liable for any consequential or incidental damages. 
 
Any claim under this warranty shall be made promptly and directly to CONTECH Construction Products Inc. who shall have the 
option, at its sole discretion, to repair, replace or adjust any covered defect without charge to the original purchaser. 
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14.0  APPROVAL CHECKLIST 
 
The following checklist will be used in the evaluation of all submittals to assure compliance with the Special Specifications for 
Prefabricated Bridge.  This checklist is considered the minimum acceptable requirements for compliance with these specifications.  
Any deviations from this checklist shall be considered grounds for rejection of the submittal.  Any costs associated with delays caused 
by the rejection of the submittal, due to non-compliance with this checklist, shall be fully borne by the contractor and bridge supplier. 
 
SUBMITTAL DRAWINGS 
Data Required to be Shown: 
        □ Weld Failure Checks (Ultimate)    
□ Bridge Elevation      □ Local Buckling of the Main Member Face Checks  
□ Bridge Cross Section     □ Main Member Yielding Failure Checks 
□ All Member Sizes     □ Main Member Crippling Failure Checks 
□ All Vertical Truss Members are Square   □ Main Member Buckling Failure Checks 
or Rectangular Tubing     □ Main Member Shear Failure Checks 
□ Bridge Reactions     □ All Bolted Splice Checks (if applicable) 
□ General Notes Indicating    □ Main Truss Deflection Checks 
 □ AISC Stress Conformance                 □ Decking Material Checks 
 □ Material Specifications to be Followed □ “U-Frame” Stiffness Checks (if applicable) 
 □ Design Live Load                 □  Interior and End Portal Design Checks (if applicable) 
 □ Design Vehicle Load (If Applicable) □ Determination of Top Chord K Factor Based on “U-Frame” 
 □ Design Wind Load        Stiffness (if applicable) 
 □ Other Specified Design Loads  □ Consideration of Individual Member Moments Due to  
 □ Welding Process         Truss Deflection, Joint Fixity and Joint Eccentricity 
 □ Blast Cleaning     
 □ Paint System to be Used (If Applicable) FABRICATION SUBMITTALS 
□ Paint Color Chart (If Applicable)   Data Required to be Shown: 
□ Detailed Bolted Splices (If Applicable) 
□ Bolted Splice Location (If applicable)  □** Written Installation Instructions 
□ Signature and Seal of Professional Engineer,  □** Written Splicing Instructions 
    licensed in Accordance with Section 3.0  □** Written Maintenance & Inspection Instructions 
       □** Welder Certifications 
DESIGN CALCULATIONS    □** Welding Procedures 
Data Required to be Shown:    □ Material Certifications (if applicable) 
        □ Structural Steel (if applicable) 
□ Data Input for 3-D Analysis of Bridge   □ Decking (if applicable) 
 □ Joint Coordinates & Member Incidences  □ Structural Bolts (if applicable) 
 □ Joint and Member Loads    □** Quality Control Section of AISC 
 □ Member Properties         Certification Manual (if applicable) 
 □ Load Combinations    □** Painter Certifications (if applicable) 
□ AASHTO Member Stress Checks for Each Member Type □ Weld Testing Reports (if applicable) 
□ Critical Connection Failure Mode Checks For Each  
     Member Type 
□ Chord Face Plastification Checks   ** NOTE:  These items are required to be submitted 
 □ Punching Shear Checks        along with Submittal Drawings and Design Calculations. 
 □ Material Failure Checks (Truss Webs)      Those Fabrication Submittal Items not marked are  
 □ Weld Failure Checks (Effective Length)      to be submitted prior to shipment of the bridge. 
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Appendix A 
  
1/K FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF CL/Pc and n 
 
       n                          
  1/K     4    6    8   10   12   14   16 
1.000  3.686 3.616 3.660 3.714 3.754 3.785 3.809 
0.980   3.284 2.944 2.806 2.787 2.771 2.774 
0.960   3.000 2.665 2.542 2.456 2.454 2.479 
0.950    2.595 
0.940   2.754  2.303 2.252 2.254 2.282 
0.920   2.643  2.146 2.094 2.101 2.121 
0.900  3.352 2.593 2.263 2.045 1.951 1.968 1.981 
0.850   2.460 2.013 1.794 1.709 1.681 1.694 
0.800  2.961 2.313 1.889 1.629 1.480 1.456 1.465 
0.750   2.147 1.750 1.501 1.344 1.273 1.262 
0.700  2.448 1.955 1.595 1.359 1.200 1.111 1.088 
0.650   1.739 1.442 1.236 1.087 0.988 0.940 
0.600  2.035 1.639 1.338 1.133 0.985 0.878 0.808 
0.550   1.517 1.211 1.007 0.860 0.768 0.708 
0.500  1.750 1.362 1.047 0.847 0.750 0.668 0.600 
0.450   1.158 0.829 0.714 0.624 0.537 0.500 
0.400  1.232 0.886 0.627 0.555 0.454 0.428 0.383 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Where: 
]2/3/[2 bv IbIhh
E
C
+
=  
   paneltrussoneofinchesinLengthL =  
   .).( SFxnCompressioChordTopLoadBucklingPc ==  
   PanelsofNumbern =  
 
Reference: Galambos, T.V. (1988) “Guide to Stability Design Criteria for Metal Structures”, 4th Ed., PP 515-529.  Copyright  1988.  
Reprinted by permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 
Top Chord 
h 
Vertical (Iv) 
“ U - Frame” 
C C 
b 
Floor Beam (Ib) 
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2Vehicular Steel Truss Bridges
CONTECH® prefabricated truss bridges are durable and aesthetic solutions. Prefabricated manufacturing means fast installation and 
substantial cost-savings. CONTECH truss bridges are typically erected and installed in one to three days, without the need for  eld 
welding. CONTECH truss bridges feature e  cient bridge design and construction that is customized and manufactured to your 
speci cations.
U.S. Bridge® is known for its safe, durable, a ordable and 
aesthetic solutions. U.S. Bridge truss structures are suitable 
for residential and commercial developments, Department 
of Transportation, municipal roads, parks and trails, as well as 
industrial and mining facilities.
U.S. Bridge O ers:
• Clear spans to 300 feet
• Aesthetic solutions
• Quick and straightforward installation with onsite support
• Improved hydraulics
• A variety of rail, deck, and finish options
• Extensive technical support
• Manufacturing with AISC major bridge certification
• Fracture critical and sophisticated paint coating 
endorsements
Rockingham County, VA
Wolverton Road, NJ
Building Blocks to a Successful Project.
SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT DESIGN SUPPORT INSTALLATION
• Project Design Worksheet
• Structure Selection
• Siting & Layout
• Design Your Own Bridge (DYOB®)
• Engineer Estimates
• Site Simulation
• Proposal Preparation
• Design Build Support
• Speci cations
• Contract Drawings
• Permitting Assistance
• Structural/Fabrication Drawings
• Approval Assistance
• Custom Shape Development
• Horizontal/Vertical Alignment
• Hydraulics & Scour Support
• Foundation Support
• Preconstruction Meeting
• Onsite Installation Assistance
• Logistics Coordination
Installation
Design Support
Solution Development
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3Pedestrian Steel Truss Bridges
Since 1972, Continental® has been North America’s premier brand for 
pedestrian steel truss bridges. With more than 14,000 installations 
worldwide, Continental truss bridges are ideal for parks and 
trails, golf courses, skywalks, environmentally sensitive areas and 
developments.
Continental Bridge O ers:
• Clear spans to 250 feet and more
• Pedestrian crossings over highways, railroad tracks, rivers and 
wetlands
• Rapid installation
• Aesthetic solutions
• A variety of rail, deck, and  nish options
• Extensive technical support
• Manufacturing with AISC major bridge certi cation
• Fracture critical and sophisticated paint coating endorsements
Cincinnati, OH
Greenway, TN
Pre-Engineered Pedestrian Bridges
The Steadfast EXPRESS™ bridge is a pre-engineered pedestrian 
steel truss bridge designed for owners, engineers and contractors 
who know “time is money.”  This standardized truss system provides 
stamped drawings within three business days after receipt of order 
and a bridge ready for shipment in less than six weeks, signi cantly 
reducing construction time. The speed, quality and value of 
Steadfast EXPRESS™ bridges will ensure you receive the industry’s 
best customer experience. 
EXPRESS Bridges O er:
• Stamped drawings within 3 business days after receipt of order
• Bridge ready for shipment within 6 weeks of approved drawings
• Quick and straightforward installation
• Designed in accordance with IBC and AISC
Ridgeway, CO
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4Cambridge` Gillette, WYCambridge  Calera, AL
Connector® Morris,IL
Connector®  Stephens Point, WI
Continental steel truss structures have been 
utilized for pipe support, conveyor support and other 
elevated crossings. U.S. Bridge vehicular structures, which 
meet AASHTO loading criteria, will accommodate large 
construction vehicles and equipment for the transport of 
heavy materials. The strength and durability of these systems 
allow for a wide range of unique solutions.
ENERGY, MINING & INDUSTRIAL
Helping to keep America Working
Time-sensitive projects and emergency bridge replacements 
often lead municipalities to a U.S. Bridge  vehicular or 
Steadfast EXPRESS pedestrian structure. The clear span 
structures can improve hydraulics and minimize road and 
trail closure time with a quick installation, while  tting within 
a budget. Structures are typically installed in 1-3 days and 
require minimal maintenance.
MUNICIPALITIES & COUNTIES
Rebuilding Our Infrastructure
Connector®  Eagle, IDKeystone®  Raleigh, NC Gateway®   Apopka, FL
Cambridge Union, ME
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5Cambridge  Shelbyville, INGateway®  Moline, IL Custom Warren, OH
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
Providing Community Solutions
Continental pedestrian and U.S. Bridge vehicular truss 
structures have been selected by developers throughout 
the U.S. to provide practical, yet aesthetic structures 
in residential developments, hospitals, schools and 
communities. These structures are available in an array of 
style and  nish options to provide a signature look as well as 
guarantee safe, reliable bridges for every day use.
Developers also look to Continental pedestrian and U.S. 
Bridge vehicular truss solutions for busy commercial 
sites. Often times, these bridges are main entrances or 
centerpieces for business parks, shopping centers and local 
communities.
Gateway®                        Dedham, MS
Custom Gateway® Atlanta, GAConnector®   Lancaster, PA
Custom  Pella, IA
Connector® Moab, UT
Resorts, tourist attractions and signature golf courses all over 
the country have turned to CONTECH pedestrian and U.S. 
Bridge vehicular truss structures with a wide variety of styles, 
rail, deck and  nishing options available. Truss structures 
combine aesthetic designs with solid construction to handle 
golfers, their carts, and maintenance vehicle tra  c.
PARK, RESORTS, GOLF COURSES & MORE
Enjoying Life & Leisure
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6 Our truss structures o er a wide range of rail, deck and  nish options that guarantee a distinctive look for any bridge. * Applies to Vehicular Truss Only.
Cable-Stayed  Mishawaka, IN 
Gateway™  Daytona Beach, FL
Speciality truss bridges by CONTECH can be custom designed 
to speci cally  t your project’s needs. Our bridges have been 
successfully designed to replicate a particular bridge style or 
create a brand new signature look. 
These custom options have included:
• Gangways onto « oating docks, wildlife crossings, material 
handling and pipe support systems within buildings
• Bridges enclosed with stone, stucco, wood or other materials
• Multi-color paint systems and decorative lighting
• Cable-stayed bridges and skywalks
• Specialized railing, decking and  nish options
• ADA accessible ramps
Connector® Dulles, VAGateway® Sturtevant, WI
CUSTOM DESIGNS & SIGNATURE LOOKS
Looking Ahead We Can Help
Rail Options
Thrie-Beam* W-Beam* Safety Rail/Wood Rub Rail Vertical Picket/Pipe Handrail
Deck Options
Wood Steel Grate Concrete Asphalt*
Finish Options
Weathering Steel Painted Steel Galvanized Steel
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7Pedestrian Truss Styles*
Connector® Archway® Capstone®
Keystone® Link® Gateway®
*Custom styling is available to make your project a reality (e.g. skywalks, cable-stayed bridges).
Vehicular Truss Styles
The Cambridge Flat The Cambridge The Viking
The Seneca The Cortez Thru Truss
CONTECH® Construction Products o ers a full range of pedestrian and vehicular 
truss styles for your project’s needs. As highly skilled solution providers, we are 
ready to support you in every phase of your project, from concept to installation.
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CONTECH Construction Products Inc. provides site solutions
for the civil engineering industry. CONTECH’s portfolio 
includes bridges, drainage, retaining walls, sanitary sewer, 
stormwater, erosion control and soil stabilization products.
For more information, call one of CONTECH’s Regional O  ces located 
in the following cities:
Ohio (Corporate O  ce) 513-645-7000
California (Long Beach) 562-733-0733
Colorado (Denver) 720-587-2700
Florida (Tampa) 727-544-8811
Georgia (Atlanta) 770-409-0814
Maine (Scarborough) 207-885-9830
Maryland (Baltimore) 410-740-8490
Oregon (Portland) 503-258-3180
Texas (Dallas) 972-590-2000
Visit our web site: www.contech-cpi.com
800.338.1122
NOTHING IN THIS CATALOG SHOULD BE CONSTRUED AS AN EXPRESSED WARRANTY
OR AN IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. SEE THE CONTECH STANDARD CONDITION OF SALES (VIEWABLE AT
WWW.CONTECH-CPI.COM/COS) FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Tech Support: Options & Support
All of our truss structures are accompanied by extensive technical support. 
Our experienced sales team and national Project Consultant network are 
available to provide technical assistance for every aspect of your project, 
from concept to installation. 
Visit our website www.contech-cpi.com to  nd your local Project Consultant. 
You may also want to take advantage of the Design Your Own (DYO) Tool 
for truss - our newest online design tool will help to help create the truss 
bridge you need.
For Vehicular & Pedestrian Truss Bridges
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS: MATERIAL & FINISHES
Steel Types Used (50 ksi material):
MANUFACTURING/INSTALLATION 
SPECIFICATIONS:
• AISC
• AASHTO Standard Specs for Highway Bridges
• AASHTO Guide Specs for Pedestrian Bridges
• AWS D1.1, D1.5
• Registered Professional Engineers
• ASTM A588 Weathering Steel
• ASTM A572 Painted (2 Coat and 3 Coat (Zinc Rich 
Primer) – Any Color)
• ASTM A572 Galvanized (35-year Limited Warranty)
• AISC Shop Certi cation
• Simple Bridge Certi cation 
• Major Bridge Certi cation
• Sophisticated Paint Endorsement
• Fracture Critical Endorsement
• AWS Certi ed Welders
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 Chris Banaga  
Senior Engineering Student, Department of Civil Engineering 
 
EDUCATION: B.S. Civil Engineering, 2015 (expected), Santa Clara University 
 
AFFILIATIONS: American Society of Civil Engineers 
 
RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 
 
Project Intern: Novo Construction, Inc. 
   ·    Assist with handling multimillion-dollar tenant improvements 
·      Collaborate with project managers, engineers, and superintendents 
·    Create and issue budgets, subcontractors, and change orders 
 
RELEVANT COURSE WORK EXPERIENCE: 
 
CENG 15:  Computer Applications in Civil Engineering 
Solution techniques for civil engineering problems using common 
computer software. Introduction to Visual Basic programming. Practical 
AutoCAD basics for civil engineers. 
 
CENG 118:  Construction Engineering 
Construction management. Equipment. Drawings and specifications, cost 
estimating, bidding. Contracts, bonds, financing, insurance. Labor. Project 
planning and scheduling.  
 
CENG 132:  Structural Analysis 
Loads and their distribution in structures. Analysis of statically 
determinate and indeterminate beams, trusses, and frames. Influence lines 
for beams and trusses. Analysis of statically indeterminate structures. 
Modeling and analysis of structures using commercial software programs. 
 
CENG 134:  Structural Steel Design 
Strength design of structural steel buildings. Design of members for 
tension, flexure, shear, compression, and combined loading. Introduction 
to connection design. Design project. 
 
CENG 135:   Reinforced Concrete Design (Winter 2015) 
Ultimate strength design of reinforced concrete members considering 
flexure, shear, and axial forces. Anchorage and development of 
reinforcing bars. 
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 Kevin Delos Santos 
Senior Engineering Student, Department of Civil Engineering 
 
EDUCATION: B.S. Civil Engineering, 2015 (expected), Santa Clara University 
 
AFFILIATIONS: American Society of Civil Engineers  
 
RELEVANT COURSE WORK EXPERIENCE: 
 
CENG 15:  Computer Applications in Civil Engineering 
Solution techniques for civil engineering problems using common 
computer software. Introduction to Visual Basic programming. Practical 
AutoCAD basics for civil engineers. 
 
CENG 118:  Construction Engineering 
Construction management. Equipment. Drawings and specifications, cost 
estimating, bidding. Contracts, bonds, financing, insurance. Labor. Project 
planning and scheduling.  
 
CENG 132:  Structural Analysis 
Loads and their distribution in structures. Analysis of statically 
determinate and indeterminate beams, trusses, and frames. Influence lines 
for beams and trusses. Analysis of statically indeterminate structures. 
Modeling and analysis of structures using commercial software programs. 
 
CENG 134:  Structural Steel Design 
Strength design of structural steel buildings. Design of members for 
tension, flexure, shear, compression, and combined loading. Introduction 
to connection design. Design project. 
 
CENG 135:   Reinforced Concrete Design (Winter 2015) 
Ultimate strength design of reinforced concrete members considering 
flexure, shear, and axial forces. Anchorage and development of 
reinforcing bars. 
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 Timothy Mort 
Senior Engineering Student, Department of Civil Engineering 
 
EDUCATION: B.A. Communications, 2009, University of California San Diego 
   B.S. Civil Engineering, 2015 (expected), Santa Clara University 
 
RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 
 
Estimator:  All Bay Facilities, LLC. 
   ·    Surveyed commercial buildings and bid projects 
·      Bid multiple projects from $1,000 to $150,000 range 
·    Ensured client satisfaction and maintained client relationships 
 
RELEVANT COURSE WORK EXPERIENCE: 
CENG 15:  Computer Applications in Civil Engineering 
Solution techniques for civil engineering problems using common 
computer software. Introduction to Visual Basic programming. Practical 
AutoCAD basics for civil engineers. 
 
CENG 118:  Construction Engineering 
Construction management. Equipment. Drawings and specifications, cost 
estimating, bidding. Contracts, bonds, financing, insurance. Labor. Project 
planning and scheduling.  
 
CENG 132:  Structural Analysis 
Loads and their distribution in structures. Analysis of statically 
determinate and indeterminate beams, trusses, and frames. Influence lines 
for beams and trusses. Analysis of statically indeterminate structures. 
Modeling and analysis of structures using commercial software programs. 
 
CENG 134:  Structural Steel Design 
Strength design of structural steel buildings. Design of members for 
tension, flexure, shear, compression, and combined loading. Introduction 
to connection design. Design project. 
 
CENG 135:   Reinforced Concrete Design (expected) 
Ultimate strength design of reinforced concrete members considering 
flexure, shear, and axial forces. Anchorage and development of 
reinforcing bars. 
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